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Abstract 

During the first six years of operation in the vicinity of the Z pole the four LEP experiments ALEPH, 
DELPHI, L3 and OPAL have collected approximately 14 million decays of the Z into hadrons and charged 

leptons. These data allow the precise determination of many parameters and stringent tests of the Standard 
Model of electroweak interactions. Among the outstanding results are the precise determination of the Z mass, 
mz = 91 188.4 f 2.2 MeV, the measurement of its total and partial decay widths to per mille accuracy and the 
definite conclusion that there are three different types of light neutrinos in the universe. From the measured 

asymmetries at LEP and SLC the effective weak mixing angle is derived to be sin2 aw = 0.23 14 f 0.0003. The 
data support the concept of lepton universality and the axial-vector and vector coupling constants of charged 
leptons are determined to g*e = -0.5011 f 0.0004 and Eve = -0.0380 f 0.0007. Electroweak observables 

studied at the Z resonance are found to be in agreement with the Standard Model and from a common fit the 
mass of the top quark can be derived to be m, = 181 ““9 f_bi(rnn) GeV. This Standard Model prediction is now 

confirmed by the recent direct observation and mass measurement of the top quark in pp experiments. 
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1. Introduction 

A great success of theoretical and experimental physics of the last decades is the unification of 
electromagnetic and weak interactions. This can be compared to the development of Maxwell’s equa- 
tions in the last century which provide a common theoretical description of electric and magnetic 
phenomena. As Maxwell’s theory predicted electromagnetic waves which were subsequently exper- 
imentally confirmed the unified description of electromagnetic and weak interactions postulated the 
existence of heavy gauge bosons, W* and Z. 

The Standard Model of electroweak interactions has been developed by Glashow, Salam and 
Weinberg [ 11, hence sometimes called GSW model. It describes neutral and charged current weak 
interactions by the exchange of Z and W% bosons. Weak interactions of quarks are complicated by 
the fact that the gauge bosons couple to mixtures of the quark mass eigenstates [ 21. Only charged 
current interactions can mediate transitions between different fermion flavors. The suppression of 
flavor changing neutral current interactions is achieved by the introduction of the GIM mechanism 
[ 31. This remarkable ingredient of the Standard Model led to the postulation of the charm quark 
which has been discovered subsequently [ 41. 

Important discoveries such as the observation of the neutral currents in neutrino-electron scattering 
[ 51 and the discovery of the W* and Z in proton-antiproton collisions [6] supported the Standard 
Model experimentally. During the last about 15 years significant contributions to the understanding of 
the neutral current sector of the Standard Model are provided by e+e- annihilation experiments. The 
interference of the photon and Z boson exchange, first observed in the scattering of polarized electrons 
from deuterium [7], has been confirmed by the measurements of forward-backward asymmetries in 
e+e- -+ f? at PETRA and PEP [ 8,9]. 

With the advent of the SLC [ lo] and LEP [ 111 e+e- accelerators experimental results on the 
neutral current sector of the Standard Model are dominated by the experiments performed at these 
facilities. Z bosons are copiously produced in a very clean experimental environment enabling the 
determination of electroweak observables with unprecedented precision. From the measurements of 
the total cross sections e+e- -+ ff one of the fundamental input parameter of the Standard Model, the 
mass of the Z, is obtained very precisely. The total and partial decay widths of the Z deduced from 
these measurements allow the unambiguous determination of the number of light neutrino families 
in the universe. Adding the observed lepton forward-backward asymmetries and the tau polarization 
measurements allows the experiments to determine coupling constants of the Z to charged leptons. 
Comparing these couplings among the three fermion generations tests one of the cornerstones of the 
Standard Model: the concept of lepton universality. 

All measurements must be compared to theoretical predictions including radiative corrections. The 
experiments are sensitive to higher order effects and therefore test the theory at the level of its 
quantum structure. A striking example for the quality of the comparison of measurements with the 
theory is that one can deduce a quite precise value for the mass of the top quark which in the past 
has been too heavy to be produced and detected in collision experiments. Now the top quark has 
finally been observed in pp collision experiments [ 12,131 and it has indeed the mass predicted from 
the measurements at LEP and SLC. This is a major triumph for the predictive power of the Standard 
Model. It opens a window for further investigations concerning the existence and the mass of the 
Higgs boson [ 141 which in the Standard Model explains the masses of the gauge bosons and the 
fermions. 
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The Standard Model of electroweak interactions as well as Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) 
[ 151, the theory of strong interactions among quarks and gluons, describe very successfully the 
observed phenomena among elementary particles at energies up to O( 100 GeV). However, the 
Standard Model does not address many unanswered questions like the large number of free parameters 
and the missing connection of electroweak and strong interactions, and eventually gravitation. It is 
therefore generally believed that the Standard Model is not the ultimate theory. This motivates 
the development of theories which contain the Standard Model as low energy manifestation of 
an underlying symmetry solving the apparent arbitrariness of the Standard Model. Many of these 
extensions such as SU(5) [ 161, Supersymmetry [ 171 and Technicolour [ 181 are under discussion. 
The precision measurements of many observables, as well as the direct search for predicted particles, 
performed by the LEP experiments limit the variety of these models and give clues for the progress 
of elementary particle theory. 

In this article the experimental results on neutral current electroweak parameters based on the 
data accumulated from 1989 to 1994 by the four LEP experiments are summarized. In total the 
experiments have observed about 14 million Z decays. Many of these recently obtained numbers are 
only preliminary, in particular the analysis of the 1993 and 1994 LEP runs is not yet finalized. The 
basis of the preliminary experimental results presented here is the summary performed by members 
of the LEP experiments for the 1995 summer conferences [ 191. 

The measurements performed at LEP are compared and combined with experimental results on 
electroweak parameters obtained in other e+e- or pp experiments like the measurement of polarization 
asymmetries, the measurement of the W* mass or the search for the top quark. The implications of 
the currently available experimental information on postulated extensions of the theory are discussed 
as well as the prospects for improved accuracy expected for the future. 

This article is organized as follows: After a brief introduction to the Standard Model of electroweak 
interactions emphasizing the features relevant for the neutral current reaction e+e- + ff (Section 
2) radiative corrections are discussed in Section 3. This is followed by a description of the LEP 
accelerator and the four detectors (Section 4) installed at the ring concentrating on items important 
for the measurement of Z parameters. Results obtained from the measurements of total cross sections, 
the Z mass, the total and partial decay widths, are presented in Section 5 and some conclusions which 
can be derived from these measurements are discussed (Section 6). The experimental results obtained 
at LEP and SLD on various asymmetries (forward-backward asymmetry of leptons and heavy quarks, 
tau polarization and left-right asymmetry) are presented (Section 7) and they are used (Section 8) to 
derive the effective weak mixing angle and the coupling constants of leptons and quarks. In Section 
9 the electroweak observables are interpreted in the Standard Model framework to estimate the mass 
of the top quark and to derive a statement on the Higgs boson mass. Also, some consequences for 
models extending the Standard Model are discussed. An outlook for Standard Model tests possible in 
the future is given in Section 10 before concluding in Section Il. 

2. The standard model of electroweak interactions 

In this section the main features of the Standard Model are recalled. The discussion focuses on the 
properties most relevant for Z physics at LEP. 
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Table 1 
Mass and electric charge of the fundamental fermions 

Leptons Quarks 

Mass [MeV] Charge [e] Mass [MeV] Charge [e] 

vc < 5.1 l0-h 0 up u 2-8 +2/3 
Electron e 0.511 -1 down d 5- 15 -l/3 

VI1 < 0.21 0 charm c 1000 - 1600 +2/3 
Muon ,u 105.7 -1 strange s 100 - 300 -l/3 

vi < 31 0 top t 180000 +2/3 
Tau T I 777 -1 bottom b 4100-4500 -l/3 

2. I. The fermions 

The current understanding of elementary particle physics is that fermions are the fundamental 
building blocks of matter. The fundamental fermions are subdivided into leptons and quarks. Quarks 
contrary to leptons do participate in strong interactions described by the theory of Quantum Chromo- 
dynamics (QCD) . All fundamental fermions are pointlike objects which is experimentally verified 
down to distances of 0( lo-l6 cm). There are three known generations of fermions with identical 
properties. Fermions of different generations are only distinguishable by their masses and not by their 
electroweak or strong interactions. Measuring and comparing the couplings of fermions thus is an 
important test of the theory. 

Table 1 summarizes the particles of the three generations with their measured masses and their 
electric charges in units of the absolute electron charge [20,13]. For each fermion there is an 
antiparticle with the same mass but opposite electric charge. According to QCD each quark species 
exists in three different colours, the analogue of the electric charge in strong interactions. The masses 
of the light quarks cannot be determined unambiguously because of the non-perturbative behaviour 
of QCD at low energies. 

The existence of the tau neutrino vr can be inferred from studies of the tau decay [ 211. The 
precision measurements at LEP and SLC require three different neutrino species (see Sections 6.1 
and 6.2). Though, the experimental proof that v7 is the weak isospin partner of the tau, for instance 
in the inverse tau decay yTe- -+ T-Y,, has not yet been accomplished. 

Since the discovery of the b-quark experiments at e+e- and pp colliders are searching for the 
top quark. Until recently the conclusion was that its mass must be larger than 131 GeV [ 221. 
The existence of the top quark is experimentally supported by the non-observation of flavor changing 
neutral currents in b-quark decays. And the determination of the electroweak couplings of the b-quark 
(see Section 8.3) suggests indeed the existence of a weak isospin partner of the b-quark. 

Now top quark production in pp collisions has been observed by the CDF and DO collaborations 
[ 131 at the Tevatron. From these experiments a top quark mass of m, = 180 f 12 GeV is obtained 
which is in very good agreement with the expectation derived from LEP and SLC measurements of 
electroweak radiative corrections (see Section 9.1) . 

The Standard Model does not predict the number of generations of fundamental fermions. The most 
convincing experimental determination of the number of neutrino generations has been performed by 
the LEP and SLC experiments. The measurement of the width of the Z decaying into invisible particles 
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Assignment of the electroweak quantum numbers T3 and Y to the fundamental fermions. 

eR /JR 

UR CR 

dk sk 

TR 

tR 

bk 

-1 0 0 -2 

213 0 0 413 
-l/3 0 0 -213 

(see Section 6.1) excludes the existence of a fourth neutrino species up to a mass my < 45 GeV. 
Independently, the number of light neutrino species is deduced from the relative abundance of ;He 
nuclei in the universe by cosmological arguments [ 231. As the neutrinos are the lightest members of 
the known families this provides evidence that there are no more fermion generations than those of 
Table 1. 

The Standard Model of electroweak interactions is based on the invariance of the Lagrangian under 
local gauge transformations. Electroweak interactions among the fundamental fermions are described 
by gauge invariant transformations of the weak isospin SU(2)L and the weak hypercharge U( I). The 
fundamental fermions carry the quantum numbers of the weak isospin T, with its third component r?, 
and the weak hypercharge Y. The electric charge Q is related to the electroweak quantum numbers: 

Q=~J+Y/~. (1) 

The assignment of these quantum numbers is shown in Table 2. The left-handed components of the 
fermions form isospin doublets and the right-handed components isospin singlets. The symbols d’, 
s’, b’ for the T3 = -l/2 members of the quark doublets denote the eigenstates of weak interactions. 
They are obtained by a unitary transfotmation U, the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix 
[ 2,24 1, from the mass eigenstates: 

($u(%). (2) 

Here neutrinos are assumed to be massless in agreement with experiment [ 25,201. Neutrinos are 
then defined as eigenstates of weak interactions and right handed neutrinos do not exist. However, 
the Standard Model does not require the neutrinos to be massless. In the general case of massive 
neutrinos the eigenstates of weak interactions have no defined mass and a unitary mixing matrix 
would relate the different eigenstates as in the case of the quarks [ 261. 

2.2. The bosom 

The symmetry group SU( 2),. x U( 1) is constructed from four generators. The three fields qP= 
( Wh, Wz, W: ) are the generators of the weak isospin and B, denotes the generator of the weak 
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hypercharge. The observable fields, the carriers of charged (W*) and neutral (Z) weak currents and 
the photon of QED, are obtained from these basic generators by a linear transformation: 

w,” = -$ (w; F iw:> , Z, = Wicosi& - B,sin&, 

A,= W~sin6,+,+B,cos&. (3) 

This transformation introduces the weak mixing angle sinfiw. 
The observable fields acquire mass by the spontaneous symmetry breaking of SU( 2) L x U( 1) , the 

Higgs mechanism [ 141. Spontaneous symmetry breaking is achieved by introducing a complex scalar 
isospin doublet in the theory 

with a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value (@O12 = 02/2 > 0. Together with the SU( 2)L and 

U( 1) coupling constants, g and g’, the vacuum expectation value determines the masses of the gauge 
bosons: 

V2 
m$=g2-, 

4 
m$=(g2+gf2):, my=O. (5) 

The photon remains massless and the electric charge e is the only conserved quantum number. 
The linear transformation of Eq. (3) relates the coupling constants of SU(2),_ and U( 1) to the 

electric charge e or the electromagnetic coupling constant (Y = e2/4v: 

e e 
g=---- 

sin6w ’ 
g’ = ___ 

cos 6w . 

From Eqs. (5) and (6) the weak mixing angle relates the masses of the heavy gauge bosons 

cos T?w = !Tf!i 
mz 

(6) 

(7) 

which can be used as the defining relation of the weak mixing angle (see Section 3.1) . 
The Higgs mechanism is also the source of the fermion masses. However, none of the particle 

masses is predicted and they remain free parameters of the Standard Model. 
The introduction of the complex doublet (Eq. (4) ) g ives rise to four additional degrees of freedom. 

Three of these are the additional longitudinal polarization states of the three massive gauge bosons, 
W+ and Z. The fourth degree of freedom manifests itself in an additional particle, the neutral Higgs 
boson Ho. The mass of the Higgs boson, mn, does not evolve from the theory and it is another free 
parameter which has to be determined experimentally. 

The Higgs boson self-coupling is proportional to the square of its mass and thus the mass of the 
Higgs is related to the scale to which perturbation theory is valid. From the unitary limit in the 
scattering of longitudinal polarized W* and Z the Standard Model sets an upper bound for the Higgs 
mass [27]: 

mu < 1000 GeV. (8) 
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Table 3 
Mass and electric charge of the gauge bosom 

Mass [GeV] Charge [e] 

W* 80.23 z!z 0.18 &I 
Z 9 I. 1884 zt 0.0022 0 
Y < 3. lo-‘” 0 
H” > 63.5 0 

For higher Higgs masses perturbation theory breaks down. For more general Higgs representations 
Eq. (8) represents a boundary for an average mass of the Higgs particles [ 281. 

The discovery of the Higgs boson, or more generally the experimental verification of spontaneous 
symmetry breaking as the origin of the masses of the vector bosons represents the most important 
missing test of the Standard Model. 

Experiments performed at LEP rule out the entire mass range [29] 

0 < mu 6 63.5 GeV (95%(X.) (9) 

for the Higgs boson. Table 3 summarizes the experimentally determined masses and mass limits of 
the bosons [20,30]. 

The minimal Standard Model as outlined above contains only one complex scalar doublet. However, 
symmetry breaking can also be achieved by the introduction of more complicated structures. One 
defines the p parameter by the ratio of neutral to charged current coupling strength or equivalently 
as the deviation from the vector boson mass relation (Eq. (7) ) : 

(10) 

The p parameter is unity in the Standard Model with one Higgs doublet and the introduction of 
further isospin doublets does not modify the p parameter. Deviations from p = 1 then can originate 
only from radiative corrections (see Section 3.2). 

2.3. Vector and axial-vector coupling constants 

In the limit of massless fermions, i.e. unbroken SU(2)i_ symmetry, only left-handed fermions 
couple to the W* bosons. As a consequence charged current interactions can be decomposed in two 
parts of equal strength with transformation properties of a vector and an axial-vector, respectively. 
This is known as the V-A structure of weak interactions. 

The weak neutral current is a linear superposition of the Sum and U( 1) generators, the latter 
also acting on right-handed helicity states. The contribution of the vector and axial-vector part to the 
interactions is different and their relative strength, denoted by the vector and axial-vector coupling 
constants gv and gA, reflects the admixture of the U( 1) generator B, (see Eq. (3)): 

(11) 
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Table 4 
Assignment of the vector and axial-vector coupling constants of the fermions for sin2& = 0.226 

Fermion Ql 
I I 

gv RA 

vc. vjl, v, 0 112 112 
e. pu, 7 -1 -0.048 -l/2 

u. c, t 213 0.199 112 
d. s. b -l/3 -0.349 -l/2 

Fig. I. Electron-positron annihilation into a fermion-antifermion pair in lowest order mediated by the exchange of a photon 
or a Z boson. 

The vector coupling of a fermion f to the Z depends on its electric charge Qf. The values of gv and 
gA for the different fermions are summarized in Table 4 using the weak mixing angle sin2& = 0.226 
as derived from the boson masses (Table 3). 

In the Standard Model these coupling constants are universal for all generations. In particular, the 
equality of these coupling constants for the three charged leptons, referred to as lepton universality, 
has been verified with high accuracy at LEP (see Section 8.2). 

From Eq. ( 11) the relative couplings of the Z to left- and right-handed fermions, gL and gR, are 

obtained: 

g~=g~+gf,=2T~-2Q,sin26W, gf,=gf,-gi=-2Qfsin26w. (12) 

2 4 . . The reaction e+e- -+ ff in lowest order 

Electron-positron annihilation into a fermion-antifermion pair is described in lowest order by the 
exchange of a photon and a Z boson (see Fig. 1) * . Due to the smallness of the electron mass the 
exchange of a Higgs boson does not contribute significantly and is neglected here. The two diagrams 
lead to three terms in the cross section corresponding to the exchange of a photon, a Z boson and 
the interference of both with their individual contributions depending on the center-of-mass energy. 
For massless fermions and summing over all helicity states the cross section as a function of the 
scattering angle 0, the angle between the incoming electron e- and the outgoing fermion f, can be 
written as 

( y exchange) 

- Qf[2&&,(1 + cos2@) +4g~g~cosO]Re{x} (Interference) 

2 The t-channel contribution to the process e+e- --+ e+e- is not considered here. 
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102t 1 

z 
5 

- e+e-+ hadrons 
PZ P 1 

b e+e-+k+p- 
LEP Y- 

0.5 - SLC 

1 

PEP 

PETRA 
..-.... . . . . l! ..-... 

. .._ -0.5 - -.. 
_-..____ 

QED““‘---.___._____ 

-2 
I I I I I I1 I I I I I I I I, 

lo 20 40 60 80 
I I4 I I I I I I I I, I I I , I I 

100 120 -* 0 20 40 60 80 100 1 

ds [GeV] 4s [GeV] 

Fig. 2. Lowest order cross section for e+e- -+ hadrons as a function of the center-of-mass energy. 

Fig. 3. Lowest order forward-backward asymmetry in efe- + p”+p- as a function of the center-of-mass energy. 

+([(g;p+ <&>‘] [t&‘+ (&Q2] (1 +cos2w +w&&59s@ (Z exchange) 

Nf = 1 for leptons 1 s 
c 3 for quarks ’ A’ = 4 sin2& ~0~~6~ s - rni + i TZ mZ * 

The total width of the Z, rz, is the sum of the partial decay width into fermions: 

r,=Crf (mf<mz/2>, rf=NL ffmz 

f 12 sin*& cos2& 
[(R:)2 + (g:)2] . 

The total cross section e+e- + ff‘ is found to be 

(Tf = $N:{ Qf - 2Qrgbg’,Re {x} i- [(gb)’ -I- (g’,j2] [(gb)’ -I- (g6j2] Id2}. 

10 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

Again, the second term is the interference of the photon with the vector part of the Z exchange. 
Fig. 2 shows the total cross section for efe- + hadrons as a function of the center-of-mass energy 
4. One notices the enormous increase of the cross section at the Z pole as compared to the l/s 
dependence of the pure photon exchange in QED. Indicated are the approximate energy ranges of 
e+e- accelerators. The effect of the Z on the total cross section is small for the previous generation 
of e+e- accelerators PEP, PETRA and TRISTAN. For the experiments performed at LEP and SLC 
at the Z resonance the cross section efe- + hadrons is about thousand times larger than the cross 
section from photon exchange. 

For fi = mZ, where the interference term vanishes and the photon contribution is very small, the 
lowest order cross section can be written as 
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Table 5 
Lowest order branching ratios of the Z 

e. p? 7 
Y,. v/L,, p, 

hadrons (= c qCj) 

q 

3.5% 
7% 

69% 

af(6 = m2) 
l27T r,r, 1271. 

=-z= mg 
-BR(Z-+e+e-).BR(Z+ff). 
m; 

(16) 

The peak cross section is thus the product of the branching ratios of the Z decaying into the 
initial and the final state fermions times a dimensional factor. At the peak the cross section takes its 
maximum value which is physically possible without violating the unitary limit [ 311. The branching 
ratios as calculated from the lowest order formula (Eq. ( 14) ) are given in Table 5. About 20% of 
the Z bosom decay into neutrinos and are thus not detected3 . 

Most of the Z bosons decay into hadrons. The ratio of the hadronic to leptonic width 

Ri = 
rhad 
-Z 

rl 

F (C=e, p, 7) (17) 

at the Z is RI M 20 which is much larger than at lower energies, e.g. at PETRA and PEP, where the 
ratio of the cross sections is given by the squares of the electric charges: 

Also, the cross section ratio for u-type and d-type quarks at 4 = mZ 

R, = r,j& = 0.78 (19) 

differs from the ratio at lower energies R, = (&/Qd) 2 = 4. This leads to a different quark composition 

in hadronic Z decays. At LEP more b-quarks than u-quarks are produced. 
The terms proportional to cos 0 in the differential cross section (Eq. ( 13)) lead to a difference 

in the number of fermions produced in the forward ( NF) and backward (NB) hemispheres. The 
forward-backward asymmetry AFB is thus defined as 

I 

NF - NB O au 

AFB = NF + Na ’ 
NF = s -&dcosB, NB= f ddcosO. 

0 -1 

(20) 

From integration of Eq. ( 13) the forward-backward asymmetry in lowest order for the process 
e+e- * fi is obtained: 

’ With the exception of e+e- + vPy events (see Section 6.2). 
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Fig. 4. The four helicity configurations in e+e- + fi. 

A&(S) = 3 -4 Q&g’, Re {xl + 8 &&dd /xi* 
8 Q: - 2 Qf&g: Re {x} + [(&I* + (&)*I [ (sfA)* + (&)*I /x/* ’ 

AA(&=mZ) =3 && gc gf4 
W2 + W2 (g:)* + (&2 . 

(21) 

For the example of e+e- + p+,!.. the dependence of A m on the center-of-mass energy is shown in 
Fig. 3. The cause of the forward-backward asymmetry is the superposition of vector and axial-vector 
currents. Thus, the interference of the photon with the axial-vector component of the Z gives rise to 
a large asymmetry already at energies well below the Z. The interference of photon and Z has been 
observed at experiments performed at PEP, PETRA and TRISTAN through the forward-backward 
asymmetry. At the Z pole the vector and the axial-vector parts of the Z determine the asymmetry. As 
the relative strength of the vector coupling of the Z to the charged leptons is small (see Table 4) the 
observed asymmetry for e+e- + p+,u”- and e+e- -+ +7- on the peak is small. 

2 5 Helicities in e+e- -+ ff at the Z pole . . 

The cross section e+e- + f? is composed of four helicity configurations (Fig. 4). For fi = mZ and 
neglecting the photon exchange the cross section for each of the four configurations can be expressed 
in terms of the couplings of the Z to the left- and right-handed fermion states: 

& @I (gr)*(gfL)* (1 +cow*, ~ cc (ge,)*(g;)* (1 - coso)* ) 
L dcos 0 

du,, 
dcos 0 

CX (g”R)2(g;)2 (1 + coso)*, 
da,1 

~ 
dcos 0 

0: (g;)*(gE)* (1 - coso)2. (22) 

The dependence on the scattering angle is readily obtained from angular momentum conservation. 
This can be transformed in a set of linearly independent cross sections which are experimentally 

better accessible: 

u tot = UII + VI, + urr + Url (total cross section) , 
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up01 = Ull - Ulr - grr + (T,~ (final state polarization) , 

ULR = flu + Ulr - urr - Cd (initial state polarization) , 

UFB = UII - ulr + fl’rr - u,I (forward-backward) . (23) 

These are the total cross section and the differences in cross section for left- and right-handed 
electrons, the production of left- and right-handed final state fermions and for fermions scattered in 
the forward and backward hemisphere. Normalizing to the total cross section one obtains the well 
known asymmetries and their dependence on the coupling constants for fi = mZ: 

utot 0: [ C&d2 + C&d’] [ (&I2 + C&j21 , Pf = -E = -Af , 
ULR 

A,J = - = A,, 
3 u!=B AFB = - - = 3 A,Af 

utot 4 utot 4 
(24) 

with 

Af G 2 g: ga 

(g# + (s6)2 ’ 

The sign in the definition of Pf reflects that historically polarization asymmetries are defined as cross 
section differences of right- to left-handed states. Since A m is defined as the relative difference of 
forward to backward scattered fermions (Eq. (20) ) a dilution factor of 3/4 arises from the integration 
of the ( 1 f cos 0) terms in Eq. (22). 

The parity violation of neutral current weak interactions, first observed in scattering of polarized 
electrons on deuterium [ 71, is contained in the quantity Af which on the Z resonance can be directly 
observed in the initial and final state polarization asymmetries. 

The total cross section utot and the forward-backward asymmetry Am can be measured for all 
charged lepton flavors, heavy quarks and, inclusively, for all five quark flavors. The polarization of 
the final state fermion is observable only in the reaction e+e- + r+~- where P, is inferred from 
the energy spectra of the decay products of the tau (see Section 7.4). For the measurement of 
ALR all Z decays into hadrons and charged leptons can be used. However, it requires the longitudinal 
polarization of the incoming electrons in efe- collisions which for time being has only been achieved 
for the favourable conditions of the SLC collider [ 321. 

The cross section differences of left- and right-handed fermions in the initial and final state, ULR 
and upol defined in Eq. (23)) can be measured as a function of the scattering angle 0. This way one 
defines 

1 
AP”’ = - 

FB -dcosO- ----dcos@ , 
fltot -1 1 

A 
1 

;; = - -dcosO- 
O duLR 

s 
-dcosO . 

(+rot ac0d 
-I I 

(25) 

(26) 

As a consequence of helicity conservation at the Zf? vertices the measurement of the angular depen- 
dence of the final state polarization asymmetry provides information on the couplings of the initial 
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state electrons and vice versa: 

(27) 

Thus, the measurement of the tau polarization as function of cos 0 yields a measurement of the 
electron couplings. And A,,, LR for instance of heavy quarks identified in e+e- -+ hadrons events, 
measures the polarization of the final state and thus provides experimental information about the 
coupling constants of these quarks to the Z. 

3. Radiative corrections in e+e- -+ ff 

3. I. The Standard Model parameters 

As outlined in Section 2 the Standard Model has several input parameters which are not predicted 
by the model and which must be determined by experiment. A commonly used set of these input 
parameter is the on-shell renormalization scheme [ 331: 

a, k, I~W 

inH, fern-non masses 
(Y,, CKM matrix 
Given the QED coupling constant LY = e2/47r and the two vector boson masses all observables in 

e+e- -+ ff reactions can be calculated in lowest order. In fact, only these three parameters enter in 
the Standard Model formulae given in the previous section. In particular, the weak mixing angle is 
defined by the ratio of the Wf and Z mass (Eq. (7)). 

To incorporate mass effects and higher order diagrams in the calculations the masses of all fermions 
are required. Corrections to the massive gauge boson propagators, as well as Higgs production cross 
section, depend on the mass of the Higgs boson mn. In hadronic final states the strong coupling 
constant cy, enters through QCD radiative corrections. The Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) 
matrix relates the electroweak and mass eigenstates of quarks. However, quark mixing is not important 
for total hadronic cross sections in neutral current interactions considered here. 

These parameters are all known by now, except the mass of the still undiscovered Higgs boson. In 
Standard Model calculations of electroweak observables assumptions about mu based on experimental 
and theoretical limits have to be made. The mass of the top quark plays an important role in precise 
Standard Model calculation and its value has only recently been determined. 

The QED coupling constant LY is measured at low momentum transfer (Thomson scattering limit) 
for instance with the Quantum Hall effect or in g - 2 experiments [ 34,201 with very high precision: 

Ly -’ = 137.0359895(61). (28) 

Also the mass of the Z is now precisely determined by the experiments at LEP (see Section 5.3) 
and does not introduce any sizeable uncertainty in Standard Model calculations. 

However, the W& mass is only known to a relative precision of Amw/mw = 2 x lo-‘. This is 
not adequate for the measurements performed at LEP which are of similar or sometimes even better 
accuracy. In Standard Model calculations this parameter is therefore replaced by the Fermi coupling 
constant GF determined from the muon lifetime TV [ 351: 
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Fig. 5. Muon decay in lowest order. 

Fig. 6. W* vacuum polarization involving the top quark. 

(29) 

The experimental result rc( = 2.197 03 f 0.00004 pus yields [ 201 

GF = 1.16639(2) x lo-” GeV-*. (30) 

Mass effects and photonic corrections, 6 oED, to the lowest order diagram of the muon decay (Fig. 

5) are taken into account in the definition of Cr. Other higher order corrections, in particular the 
vacuum polarization of the W* as shown in Fig. 6, are contained in the definition of the physical 
mass mw but are not accounted for in Eq. (29) where Gr is defined. The relation between mw and 
Gr thus contains a term Ar describing the electroweak radiative corrections [ 361: 

GF rr~~ 1 1 -=- 
Ji 2 m$sin2& l-AT’ 

(31) 

It can be split into QED corrections due to the running of the QED coupling constant Aa (see Section 
3.3) and pure weak corrections Ar, [37,38]: 

Ar = Aa - Ar, + Arrem . (32) 

The remaining corrections At-,,,, are smaller than the main contributions discussed below but never- 

theless numerically important [ 391. They are included in the Standard Model calculations performed 
later in this article. 

3.2. Weak radiative corrections 

The main cause of the weak radiative corrections Ar, is the W* vacuum polarization diagram 
shown in Fig. 6. The contribution of this kind of diagrams is proportional to the difference of the 
squared masses of the two fermions. Thus, the by far most important diagram is the virtual decay of 
the W* into a top and bottom quark which gives rise to large corrections due to the mass difference 
in this isospin doublet. 

Weak isospin symmetry breaking by fermion doublets with large mass splitting modifies the p- 
parameter [ 401 which is unity in lowest order (see< Section 2.2). The leading contribution is quadratic 
in m,: 

P= 1 +Ap, 
~GF 

Ap, = ___ 
8lT%5 

rnf + . . . (33) 
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Fig. 7. Vacuum polarization of W* and Z from the Higgs boson. 

The weak radiative corrections can be expressed in terms of Ap: 

Ar, = 
cos2&+l 
---Ap. 
sin2aw 

(34) 

As will be shown below the effect of the top quark mass is large and the precision measurements 
at LEP of the Z widths and the asymmetries can be used to constrain m, in the Standard Model. 
Testing the Standard Model at LEP and SLC consist in comparing the m, values derived from different 
observables at the Z and comparing m, to the direct measurement which is now available. In addition, 
the top quark mass inferred from LEP measurements can be expressed in terms of a W% mass value 
which can be compared to the direct measurement of mw at pp colliders. 

There are other weak radiative corrections present in the W* as well as in the Z exchange, for 
instance vertex corrections and box diagrams. In general, these corrections are small and do not 
give rise to large rnf dependent terms. Of particular interest are weak radiative corrections from 
virtual exchange of a Higgs boson. Since the coupling of the Higgs is proportional to the mass of 
the particle only diagrams where the Higgs couples to the heavy gauge bosons matter. The purely 
bosonic vacuum polarization, depicted in Fig. 7, gives contributions to the p-parameter which depend 

only logarithmically on the Higgs boson mass [ 391: 

APHiggs = 
3 &Gr m& sin26w 

167r* cos*lY~ 
(35) 

As a result the dependence of Standard Model predictions on the unknown Higgs mass is much 
smaller than on m,. 

It is convenient to introduce the effective couplings, gA and gv, and the effective weak mixing 
angle sin2&w which are related to the lowest order couplings by the p-parameter [41] : 

-f 
&?A = d, 

J 
pf 3 gt = gi ( 1 - 4 ]Qf] sin2aw) , 

cos*6w 
-4% + . . . 
sin2iYw 

sin2fiw . (36) 

In principle, the effective couplings are different for the fermions because of the flavor dependent 
corrections to the Zf? vertex resulting in slightly different pf = 1 + Apf values. However, with the 

exception of the Zb6 vertex the differences are small compared to the current experimental error on 
these quantities. Experimental values of sin2aw obtained from different decays Z -+ f? (f # b) can 
be compared directly (see Section 8.1). 

As can be seen from Eq. (36) the bulk of the radiative corrections is absorbed in the definition 
of the weak mixing angle. Replacing sin26 w by sin2aw in Eq. (31) results in a different relation 
between sin2aw and Ap or, equivalently, m,. Fig. 8 compares the dependence on the top quark mass 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the relation between the weak mixing angle defined as sin26w z 1 - m&/n& and the effective weak 

mixing angle sin’?& and the top quark mass m, (for mH = 300 GeV). The broken (dotted) lines show the shift of the 
central value for mH = 60 ( 1000) GeV. 

for the two definitions of the weak mixing angle calculated from Eq. (31) with complete treatment 
of electroweak radiative corrections 4 . 

The advantage of sin2aw and the effective coupling constants is that they are closely related to 
the observables at the Z resonance. For instance, the partial decay width of the Z into a fermion- 
antifermion pair, including radiative corrections, can be written similarly to the lowest order formula 
(Improved Born approximation) [ 411: 

T~=N~ -$-$ [(gi)‘+ (&)‘I +QED and QCD corrections. (37) 

In this section the weak radiative corrections, or the effects leading to Ap, originating from Standard 
Model effects are outlined. The interpretation of observables like r, or sin2& in terms of m, or 

mH thus implies the validity of the Standard Model and that there are no other causes changing the 
effective couplings of the fermions to the Z. Possible additional effects could be a fourth generation 
of fermions with large mass splitting as in the top-bottom quark doublet or an additional gauge group 
with a heavy boson Z’. Also, particles predicted by Supersymmetry would modify the p-parameter 
obtained from measurements at the Z resonance [42]. 

The interpretation of direct experimental observables (total cross sections, asymmetries) in terms 
of physical parameters is done in steps of increasing level of assumptions about the underlying 
theory. The extraction of Z parameters (mass and widths) can be done in a way which relies only 
on the validity of QED 5 and without assuming that weak radiative corrections originate from known 
Standard Model processes and particles only. Also, the effective couplings gv and gA, and thus sin’&+,, 

’ Using the ZFlTTER program (see Section 3.6). 
’ This does not fully hold for the determination of mz (see discussion in Section 5.1). 
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Fig. 9. Photon vacuum polarization. 

Contributions to Aa from charged leptons 

e+e- PtP- 

ACX 0.01743 0.009 18 0.0048 1 0.03142 

can be obtained from the measured asymmetries, corrected only for QED effects (see Section 8). This 
is often called ‘model independent’ just because it allows the comparison of these derived quantities 
with the Standard Model without restricting them to their Standard Model expectations. 

Using these results to constrain parameters like m, depends on the validity of the Standard Model 
and ignores possible contributions to the observed cross sections and asymmetries from physics not 

described by the Standard Model. 

3.3. The running of the QED coupling constant cy 

The QED corrections ACY in Eq. (32) arise from the running of the QED coupling constant (Y from 
its definition at low momentum transfer (Q2 + 0) to the scale of the heavy gauge bosons: 

a! 

cu(mz) = ___ 
l-da’ 

(38) 

This can be pictured as the change in the electron charge e when approaching it from large distances. 
The determination of cu(mz) requires the calculation of the self energy of the photon (see Fig. 9). 
The contributions to Aa for light (mf << mz) and heavy, i.e. the top quark, fermions are [43] : 

Aq = EQ:iVz In [ (z)2-j] formf<mZ 

2 

+ 0 for m, >> mZ. (39) 

The numerical results for the leptons are summarized in Table 6. 
Here the contribution of the top quark is small but the five other, lighter quark flavors pose a 

problem since their masses are not well defined. The total contribution of the light quarks can be 
evaluated using experimental cross sections for e+e- --t hadrons at low energies [ 44,451 to be 

Aa, = 0.0280f 0.0007 (q = u, d, c, s, b) , (40) 

where the error reflects the experimental uncertainty of the cross section measurements. The result 
for the QED coupling constant at the Z mass 
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Fig. IO. Examples of higher order QED processes in e+e- + fi‘. 

ila = 0.0594 f 0.0007 or cu(mZ)-’ = 128.896 * 0.090 (41) 

differs by about 6% from its definition at low momentum transfer which is very large compared to 
the precision of electroweak observables at LEP. 

The relative error Aa /cY(w~~) = f7 x 10m4 translates to an uncertainty in the Standard 

Model calculation of the effective weak mixing angle d sin26W = f0.00023. This corresponds to 
ilnz, = f4 GeV on the top mass as determined from the measurements of Z parameter at LEP. 

It should be noted that other calculations of cu(mz) which either use also the measured hadronic 
cross sections below the Z pole [ 46 ] or attempt to partially calculate the hadronic contribution to da 
from QCD [ 471 lead to results which differ by up to twice the error given in Eq. (40). Hence, using 
these results instead of Eq. (41) shifts the mass of the top quark derived from the measurement of 
electroweak radiative corrections (see Section 9.1) by up to 9 GeV. See Ref. [ 441 for a comparison 
of determinations of cu(mz). Improved measurements leading to a better understanding of the total 
cross section e+e- + hadrons at low energies are hence very important to reduce this uncertainty in 
future precision tests of the Standard Model. 

3.4. QED radiative corrections in e+e- -+ f? 

Besides the running of the QED coupling constant (Y discussed above there are other higher order 
QED processes contributing to e+e- -+ f?. These corrections are due to higher order diagrams with 
additional real or virtual photons. Two examples, initial state bremsstrahlung and corrections to the 
Zff vertex, are depicted in Fig. 10. 

In particular, the presence of initial state bremsstrahlung has a huge impact on the cross section. 
Around the Z resonance its effect can be understood qualitatively by considering that the radiated 
photon removes some fraction of the center-of-mass energy, ,/& such that the production of the Z 
takes place at a reduced effective energy, fi, where the cross section is different. 

Fig. 1 I shows the effect of QED radiative corrections. The total cross section e+e- + hadrons in 
lowest order is compared to the full calculation which includes contributions up to order O( a*), i.e. 
up to two additional photons. The higher order QED diagrams lead to [48] 
- a reduction of the peak cross section to 74%; 
- an energy shift of the peak cross section by Afi = 112 MeV; 
- and to an asymmetric cross section curve below and above the Z pole. 
The effect of these three items on the extraction of the partial widths, the mass and the total width 
of the Z is large compared to the experimental error achieved. Therefore, QED corrections up to 
U( a*) must be taken into account. The uncertainty due to omitted 0(a3) and higher terms in the 
calculations introduced in the experimental determination of the Z parameters is estimated to be small 
compared to the current experimental accuracy [49]. 
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Fig. I I. The cross section efe- + hadrons including U( cu*) corrections (solid line) compared to the lowest order cross 
section (broken line) at the 2 resonance. 

Fig. 12. Forward-backward asymmetry in e+e- -+ ,u+P- including O((Y*) corrections for an acolinearity 5 < 15” (solid 
line) and 5 < 2” (dotted line) compared to the lowest order (broken line). 

Fig. 12 compares the lowest order forward-backward asymmetry (Eq. (21) ) to the O( CX~) cal- 
culation for e+e- -+ p+p”-. The large difference can be understood by the effect of initial state 
bremsstrahlung. For a fraction of the events part of the energy is radiated away by a photon. The 
muon pair is then actually produced at an effective center-of-mass energy 6 < J;; where the cross 
section and the asymmetry are different. 

The size of the QED corrections depends on the experimental cuts used to select the events. 
For instance, a tight cut on the acolinearity angle 5 effectively limits the maximum energy of the 
bremsstrahlung photon. This reduces the impact of initial state bremsstrahlung and the asymmetry 
gets closer to the lowest order calculation (Fig. 12). 

Again, the QED radiative corrections are large compared to the experimental error achieved by the 
experiments. As a numerical example for fi = mZ the asymmetry expected for typical experimental 
cuts (5 < 15”, pcL > 2 GeV) in e+e- -+ ,x+,u- is AFB = -0.0001 whereas in the improved 
Born-approximation one finds A& = 0.0155 (see Section 7.2). 

3.5. QCD radiative corrections in e+e- --f hadrons 

Apart from the higher order QED effects discussed above the cross section e+e- --f hadrons is also 
modified by QCD corrections. They consist of gluons exchanged between or radiated from the quarks 
in the final state in a similar way as additional photons lead to QED radiative corrections (Fig. 13). 

The radiation of gluons alters the event shape of hadronic Z decays. The rate of these ‘3-jet’ events 
depends on the strong coupling constant cy, which provides an excellent way to measure its value 
at the mass of the Z [ 50,511. In this article (Y, denotes the value of the strong coupling which it 
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Fig. 13. Examples of higher order QCD processes in efe- -+ hadrons. 

acquires at the Z mass [Y, = cu,( mz) . 
Apart from modifying the shape of hadronic Z decays the hadronic decay width and thus the total 

cross sections e+e- ---f hadrons is modified by QCD corrections as a function of a,. As the hadronic 
width contributes to about 70% to the total width the latter also depends on these corrections and 
thus indirectly all cross sections at the Z pole. In Section 6.3 the precision measurements of total 
cross sections at LEP are used to extract the strong coupling constant a, and to compare it to other 
determinations. 

3.4. Monte Carlo programs and analytical calculations 

The precise measurement of cross sections and asymmetries requires a very good knowledge of 
the acceptance, selection efficiency and background contributions for a given reaction e+e- ---f ff. 
As discussed above cut dependent QED radiative corrections are large compared to the experimental 
precision and hence must be accounted for. Several groups of theoreticians have developed tools such 
as Monte Carlo generators which allow the exact simulation of experimental cuts and fast analytical 
calculations where only simple kinematical cuts can be accounted for in the integrations. The latter 
are necessary to be able to determine electroweak parameters from the measurements in an iterative 
fitting procedure. 

To determine experimental acceptances and efficiencies in e+e- --+ hadrons the Monte Carlo 
generators HERWIG [ 521 and JETSET [53] are commonly used by the LEP experiments. These 
two programs treat the fragmentation of quarks and gluons into hadrons observed in the detectors in 
different ways. The production of muon and tau pairs is simulated by the KORALZ [54] program. 
The additional contributions for the t-channel and s-t interference in e”e- + e+e- is accounted for 
in the Monte Carlo generators and semi-analytical calculations ALIBABA [ 551, BHAGENE3 [ 561, 
UNIBAB [ 571 and TOPAZ0 [ 581. For the simulation of detector response the experiments use the 
program GEANT [ 591 adopted to the particular experimental setup. Hadronic shower simulation is 
done using GHEISHA [ 601. 

For the calculation of the accepted cross section in the luminosity monitors the programs BHLUMI 
[ 6 1 ] and BABAMC [ 621 are available where the latter is mainly used to calculate the contribution 
from the y-Z interference at small scattering angles. Until recently the accuracy of the BHLUMI 
e’e- -i e+e- cross section calculation in the angular region used to determine the luminosity was 
estimated to be Au~+~-/u~+,- = 2.5 x 1 O-“. This number arises from missing higher order contributions 
and the numerical precision of the computer program. This theoretical uncertainty is larger than the 
typical experimental error of the luminosity measurement of about 1 x 10e3 achieved by the LEP 
detectors in 1993 (see Section 4.3). It leads to an error common to all four LEP experiments limiting 
the experimental precision on the invisible width ri”, (see Section 6.1) . Now improved second-order 
Monte Carlo calculations implemented in the computer program BHLUMI 4.01 [63] are available. 
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This improves the theoretical accuracy of the luminosity determination to 1.6 x lop3 and hence largely 
reduces the experimental precision on the hadronic pole cross section and the invisible width. Further 
work on calculation of additional QED corrections and improvements of the numerical accuracy of 
the computer codes is going on which in the future should reduce the theoretical error to the level of 
the experimental error or below. 

Analytical calculations of cross sections and asymmetries in e+e- + f? including higher order 
corrections are necessary to compare to the experimental measurements and to extract electroweak 
parameters. The two programs ZFITTER [ 641 (DELPHI, L3, OPAL) and MIZA [ 651 ( ALEPH) 
are used by the experiments. These programs allow the calculation of cross sections and asymmetries 
with some experimental cuts applied. ZFITTER includes electroweak radiative corrections to O(a) 
and a common exponentiation of initial- and final-state bremsstrahlung. The corrections O(a*) are 
taken into account in the leading-log approximation and include the production of photon and fermion 
pairs in the initial state. Furthermore, the O(a) and 0(a*) corrections are supplemented with the 
c3( cucu,m~/m&) and 0( cy*m~/&,) from top quark insertions in the gauge boson self energies and in 
the Zbb vertex. In the case of the b-quark asymmetries, the CJ(aa,mf/m&) corrections of the Zbb 
vertex are not included as they are not yet available. QCD corrections in final states with quarks 
are considered up to O(cui). The t-channel contribution and the s-t interference in e+e- -+ e+e- is 
calculated with ALIBABA or TOPAZ0 and added to the s-channel calculation of ZFITTER. 

ZFITTER allows the calculation of cross sections and asymmetries from a Breit-Wigner ansatz of 
the resonance and the effective couplings of the fermions. Alternatively, all calculations can be done 
in the Standard Model framework using the input parameters described in Section 3.1. 

The electroweak parameters are determined in a x2 fit using the MINUIT program [ 661. The x2 is 
derived from the measurements, their errors including the correlations and the analytical calculation. 

If not stated otherwise, throughout this article Standard Model calculations are performed using 
the program ZFITTER 4.9. The input parameters used are summarized in Eq. (42) with their values 

and errors or the range of variation: 

mz=91 188f2 MeV, m, = 175 GeV ( 100, 250 GeV) , 

mH = 300 GeV (60, 1000 GeV) , l/cu(mz) = 128.90 f 0.09, 

cu,=0.123f0.006. (42) 

This particular choice is motivated by the discussion in the previous sections and by the experimental 
results discussed below. The only reason for selecting mu = 300 GeV as the central value for the 
Higgs mass is that due to the logarithmic dependence of observables on mu the two boundaries lead 
to approximately symmetric shifts around the central value. 

4. The LEP storage ring and the four experiments 

4. I. The Large Electron Positron Collider LEP 

The Large Electron Positron collider LEP at CERN [ 11,671 is situated in a tunnel of 27 km 
circumference on both sides of the border between France and Switzerland (see Fig. 14). It was 
commissioned in 1989 and has been very successfully operated ever since. The main components of 
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Fig. 14. The LEP collider at CERN. 

the collider are 
_ eight bending sections of 2840 m length each, with in total 3304 dipole magnets. At 45 GeV beam 

energy, the required field is 0.048 T; 
- eight straight sections, four of which house the experiments ALEPH [68], DELPHI [69], L3 [70] 

and OPAL 1711. On both sides of each experiment, the beam is focussed with superconducting 
quadrupole magnets, increasing the luminosity; 

_ two straight sections containing the radio frequency cavities with a total power of 16 MW, to 
accelerate the beam from injection energy to collision energy and to replace the energy lost by 
synchrotron radiation on each turn; 

_ the existing accelerators PS and SPS, which are used as part of the injection system in addition to 
the linear accelerator LIL and an accumulation ring to enhance the positron intensity. 
At the beginning of each LEP fill, positrons and electrons are injected at an energy of 20 GeV. 

After ramping to collision energies, the beam lifetime is usually of the order of 20 hours at a typical 
total current of more than 3 mA. The typical instantaneous luminosity delivered to the experiments 
in 1994 was 15 x 1030 cm-‘s-l. 

In agreement with the originally proposed schedule of LEP, the collider has so far been run at 
energies at the Z resonance. Fig. 15 shows the history of integrated luminosity delivered to the 
experiments for the five running periods 1990-1994. As can be seen from this figure the integrated 
luminosity has been continuously increased such that by the end of 1994 LEP has delivered more 
than 150 pb-’ to each experiment. From the end of 1992 onwards LEP was mostly operating with 
eight electron bunches colliding with eight positron bunches (Pretzel scheme [ 72,731) . 

After the initial run in 1989 and the first measurement of the Z mass and width at LEP two scans 
of the Z resonance were performed in 1990 and 1991 with about 60% of the luminosity taken on the 
peak and the rest at six energy points approximately fl, f2 and f 3 GeV off the peak. These runs 
led to a precise determination of the mass and the total width of the 2 boson [ 74-761. 
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Fig. 15. The integrated luminosity delivered by the LEP collider to each of the experiments for the five running periods 
1990-1994. 

In 1992 data were only taken on the peak. The main benefits of these data are the high statistics 
measurements of lepton cross sections and asymmetries which significantly improved the precision 
of the ratio of hadronic to leptonic partial width, Re, and of the coupling constants, gA and gv. of 
charged leptons [ 771. 

In I993 another scan of the Z resonance curve was performed. Out of the total of 40 pbb’ delivered 
to each experiment half of this luminosity was taken at two energy points approximately 2 GeV below 
and above the Z pole which quadrupled the total number of events at fi f mZ collected by the 
experiments. Together with the better determination of the LEP beam energies (see Section 4.2) 
this leads to a reduction of the error of mZ and rz by a factor of three and two, respectively, and 
significant improvements in many other electroweak parameters. 

A high luminosity run providing 60 pb-’ per experiment at fi = rnz was carried out in 1994. At 
this moment preliminary results of these data are only partially available. 

It is foreseen to further increase the luminosity of LEP by increasing the number of circulating 
bunches (Bunch-Train scheme [ 78,791) in 1995. This will be exploited to scan again the Z resonance 
to further improve the precision on mZ and rz. Also, a pilot run at fi M 140 GeV is planned. This 
will conclude the LEP I program before in 1996 after installation of additional superconductive 
cavities the e+e- -+ W+ W- threshold will be crossed (LEP 11). 

4.2. Calibration of the LEP beam energy 

An important ingredient for the determination of the mass and the total width is the precise 
knowledge of the LEP beam energy. Several techniques [80-821 have been employed to measure it, 
the most precise being the one using resonant spin depolarization. This technique was successfully 
established at J;: M 93 GeV in late 1991 during the scan of the Z resonance and a precision of 
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dEb/Eb = 5.7 x lop5 in the absolute beam energy scale was achieved. 
The beam energy measurement by resonant depolarization is based on the fact that in e+e- storage 

rings like LEP transverse polarization of the circulating particles can build up, known as the Sokolov- 
Temov effect [ 831. With a small, but finite, probability synchrotron radiation flips the spin vector of 
the electron. This spin flip probability is asymmetric since the electron spin tends to align with the 
direction of the magnetic field in the dipole magnets. 

However, there are competing effects which randomize the spin direction and thus depolarize the 
beam. Among these are synchrotron and betatron oscillations, imperfections of the magnetic field and 
electromagnetic interactions between the particle bunches squeezed at the collision points to optimize 
the luminosity. For this reason at LEP significant transversal polarization has only been achieved 
so far under special operation conditions, and up to the end of 1993, with only one particle type 
(electrons or positrons) circulating in the machine. 

Once polarized the spin vector of the electrons precesses around the B field created by the dipole 
magnets. From the general Thomas-BMT equation [ 841 one derives the relation between the particle 
energy and the number of spin precessions per revolution around the storage ring, the spin tune I/,: 

I, =---_Eb= $ h-2 & 
2me 440.6486( 1) MeV ’ 

(43) 

Here ge denotes the factor parametrizing the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron. 
The spin tune and hence the beam energy can be measured by depolarizing with an external high 

frequency magnet creating a local field perpendicular to the initial polarization vector. At each passage 
it rotates the particle spin a bit and if its frequency matches the fractional part of the spin tune the 
rotations add up coherently. At this resonance condition the transversal polarization is destroyed, or 
even inverted, which is measured using a Compton polarimeter [ 85,861. The integral part of the spin 
tune is readily obtained from the dipole currents. 

The spin tune v, must not be close to an integer value to avoid rapid depolarization by small 
imperfections of the dipole field. In practice suitable points for precise energy calibration are separated 
by dv, = f 1, i.e. by f0.88 GeV in center-of-mass energy. 

The method of resonant depolarization has an intrinsic accuracy of better than 0.2 MeV on the beam 
energy [ 871. As the depolarization measurement cannot be done with colliding beams the center-of- 
mass energy in luminosity runs must be obtained from extrapolation of dedicated calibration runs. 
The uncertainty introduced by this extrapolation is the main contribution to the absolute scale error. 

In 199 1 the energy calibrations have been performed at one energy and they have to be transported 
to the other scan points using magnetic measurements. The limited knowledge of non-linearities in 
the bending dipoles leads to a local extrapolation error which mainly affects the determination of the 
total width. Other possible uncertainties of the LEP machine (setting precision, reproducibility) have 
been studied in detail [ 8 1 ] and the combined effect on the mass and the total width for the 1990 and 
199 I energy scans is found to be [ 751 

Amz = d16.3 MeV, ATz = f4.5 MeV. (44) 

The method of resonant depolarization has been further developed in 1993 [ 861 where the electron 
beam could be transversely polarized above and below the Z pole at energies fi x mZ f 1.8 GeV. 
This results in a better determination of the energy difference of the two points and hence in a reduced 
error on the measurement of the total width rz. Also, improved monitoring of beam energy changing 
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Table 7 

Precision achieved for the absolute LEP beam energy 1990-1994. The result for 1994 is preliminary. The approximate 
center-of-mass energies of the LEP runs are also indicated 

Period AEh/Eh [lo-‘] 

1990 29 

199 I, before Aug. I4 20 
1991, after Aug. 14 5.7 

1992 20 

1993. before June 27 20 
1993, after June 27 1.5 

1994 4 

Center-of-mass energy 

mz, mzf 1,2,3GeV 

mZ 

WZZ, mzf 1,2,3GeV 

mz 

mZ 

mz, mz f 2 GeV 

mz 

parameters (temperatures, radio frequency etc.) and frequent calibration runs, usually performed right 
after a luminosity run, lead to a further reduction in the uncertainty of the absolute beam energy. In 
total, 24 calibrations of the energy were performed at the end of luminosity runs in the course of 
the energy scan in 1993. The resulting contribution to the error on the 2 mass and total width is 
estimated to be [88] 6 

Amz=f1,4MeV, Arz=flS MeV. (45) 

The values obtained for the absolute beam energy calibration for the various LEP runs are sum- 
marized in Table 7. 

As can be seen from Fig. 12 the leptonic forward-backward asymmetries vary steeply around the 
Z pole’ : 

d&B 0.0088 

dE E=ntz = 100 MeV ’ 
(46) 

When determining electroweak couplings from these asymmetries an uncertainty in the center-of-mass 
energy thus translates into an effective error on these couplings. Expressed in terms of the lowest 
order pole forward-backward asymmetry Ah (see Appendix A) and using the numbers in Table 7 
weighted by the luminosity collected at the different periods the contribution to the error of A& is 
estimated to be 

AA0 = f0 0005 FB . * (47) 

The experiments take care of LEP energy errors in their fitting procedures applied to the mea- 
sured cross sections and asymmetries to extract the Z parameters. These errors are common to all 
experiments and have to be properly accounted for when averaging the results. 

The energy distribution of electrons and positrons circulating in a e+e- storage ring has a finite 
width due to synchrotron oscillations. The width of this distribution depends on the machine parame- 

‘The experiments estimate the contribution of the beam energy uncertainty to the rnz and fz error comparing fits with 
and without including beam energy uncertainties. Typical results obtained are Amz = f I.5 MeV and ATz = + I .7 MeV 
consistent with Eq. (45). In Section 5 the latter set of errors is used to form the averages. 

’ For e+e- --+ e+e- this applies oniy for the s-channel contribution to AFB. 
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Table 8 
Event samples obtained in 1989-1993 used for cross section measurements by the four LEP experiments. 

hadrons 
leptons 

ALEPH 

1771 k 
215k 

DELPHI 

l730k 
l77k 

L3 

l748k 
l59k 

OPAL 

1833k 
228k 

ters. From the observed length of the particle bunches in LEP one deduces an effective spread of the 
center-of-mass energy around its nominal value of [ 881: 

&h=55f5 MeV (1993). (48) 

This distribution is assumed to be gaussian. The experiments observe a convolution of cross sections 
at energies scattering around a central value. The modification of the observed cross section, as 
compared to the one expected for a fixed energy, is proportional to the second derivative of the cross 
section with respect to the center-of-mass energy. The main effect is that the observed total cross 
section at the Z pole is lowered by 0.16% which in case of the hadronic cross section represents a 
sizeable correction. On the wings of the resonance the convoluted cross section is slightly higher than 
the one at the nominal energy. Since it does not scale with the cross section the beam energy spread 
has to be taken into account for the extraction of the Z parameters from the measured cross sections. 
The error given in Eq. (48) translates to an uncertainty on fz of fl MeV which has to be added to 
the error given in Eq. (45). The additional error from this source on the Z mass is negligible. 

4.3. The LEP experiments 

The four LEP experiments ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL are described in detail in Refs. [ 68- 
7 I I. Here only a short overview on the most important experimental parameters for cross section 
measurements is given. 

In Table 8 the number of events used for cross section measurements by the experiments are listed. 
At the end of 1993 each experiment had collected about two million Z decays out of which about 
200000 are decays into charged lepton pairs. This ratio of observed hadronic to leptonic events is 
explained by the large branching ratio of the Z into hadrons (see Table 5) and the fact that the 
experimental acceptance for hadronic events is generally larger than for lepton pairs. 

The cross sections and lepton forward-backward asymmetries obtained in 1989-1992 are already 
published (see Refs. [ 89-1001). Details on experimental procedures and uncertainties can be found 
in these publications. 

The 1993 data included in this article are still preliminary as the results on cross sections and 
forward-backward asymmetries are not final. In 1994 each of the experiments has collected approx- 
imately 1.5 million hadronic and 160000 leptonic Z decays. Preliminary results from these data are 
only partially available and included in the fits where possible [ 191. 

It should be noted that at the end of 1994 the LEP experiments have observed about 1.4 x IO’ Z 
decays. The large number of accumulated events enables the experiments to study the detectors in 
great detail and to make full use of their capabilities. The experimental systematic errors on cross 
section measurements are small and similar for the four detectors. The error, excluding the contribution 
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from luminosity, on the cross section e+e- --f hadrons is typically 0.15% and for leptonic Z decays 
0.3-0.5%, slightly higher for e+e- + r+r- due to the many different r decay channels. 

The experimental systematic error on the luminosity was typically 0.5% up to the end of 1992. 
With the improved luminosity monitors installed for the 1993 run (see for instance [ 1011) the 
experimental error achieved is of the order of 0.1%. In addition, there is a 0.16% contribution to the 
luminosity error common to all experiments which arises from the theoretical calculation of the low 
angle Bhabha scattering cross section [ 631. 

A detailed comparison of the systematic errors on cross section and forward-backward asymmetry 
measurements can be found in Refs. [ 19,102]. 

5. Results from the measurement of total cross sections at the Z resonance 

5.1. Total cross sections at the Z resonance 

The LEP experiments measure the total cross sections of four different reactions 

e’e- -+ hadrons, e+e- + efe-, e+e- -+ pip-, e+e- + r’r- 

as a function of the center-of-mass energy. There are also cross section measurements of the reaction 
e+e- -+ v?y available which measures independently the invisible width of the Z and hence the 
number of light neutrino families (see Section 6.2). 

From the measurements of the total cross sections six quantities can be derived: 
- the position of the peak yields the mass mZ; 
_ the width of the curve yields the total width Tz; 
- and the peak cross sections determine the partial widths of the Z decaying into hadrons Ilhadr 

electrons r,, muons r, and taus r, (see Eq. (16)). 
If lepton universality is assumed the leptonic cross sections are fitted to a common leptonic width Tr 
and the number of fit parameters reduces to four. 

The fit is performed using a Breit-Wigner ansatz. The total cross section as function of the center- 
of-mass energy is expressed in terms of mass, total and partial widths of the Z boson which are the 
free parameters of the fit. This way one does not imply Standard Model relations for these parameters 
and, in particular, the total width is not restricted by the sum of the partial decay widths into known 
particles. This ansatz describes the cross section by the subsequent formation and decay of a resonance 
e+e- -+ Z -+ f? [ 641. The photon exchange as calculated from QED and the interference of the 
photon and the heavy boson are taken into account: 

(49) 

QED radiative corrections are included by convoluting this cross section with radiator functions 
allowing also for experimental cuts on detector acceptance and photon phase space. QCD corrections 
and mass effects are accounted for. The two programs ZFITI’ER [64] (DELPHI, L3 and OPAL) 
and MIZA [ 651 (ALEPH) are used by the experiments. 
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The y-Z interference cannot be expressed in terms of the free parameters 
is usually expressed by the Standard Model equation 

J = G+4 
f &nY 

Nf.QeQ&& +-,+, Jhad = c Jq 9 q = u,d,s,c,b. 
q 

mz, rz and Tr. Thus, it 

(50) 

Even though qinr is small around the Z pole it is important for the measurement of mZ. Fixing Jr to 
the Standard Model expectation implies some dependence of the extracted heavy boson mass on the 
validity of the Standard Model. 

Because about 90% of the observed Z’s decay into hadrons (see Table 8) the hadronic cross 
sections dominate the results on the mass and the total width of the Z. Using .&d from the Standard 
Model prescribes the quark composition of hadronic Z decays and the coupling constants of quarks 
to the expected values. Experimentally, the couplings of the Z to quarks are not known for all flavors. 

Alternatively, the hadronic interference term J had can be left free as an additional parameter in 
the fit and determined from the total cross sections. However, as flint is small compared to oz the 
precision on &d is poor and a sizeable additional uncertainty is added to the mass measurement (see 
Section 5.3). 

A particular problem is the contribution from the t-channel photon exchange in e+e- + e+e-. 

To minimize this effect the experiments limit their polar angle acceptance to the central region 
(typically 45” < 8 < 135”) where the s-channel Z exchange dominates. The remaining contributions 
from r-channel and s-t interference are calculated using the ALIBABA [ 551, BHAGENE3 [ 561 and 
TOPAZ0 [ 581 programs to correct the observed cross sections. 

As an example, Fig. 16 shows the measured cross section e+e- -+ e+e- from the L3 experiment 
(data from 1990-92 [ 971) in the angular range 44” < 8 < 136” as a function of the center-of-mass 
energy together with the result of the fit to all measured hadronic and leptonic cross sections. The 
individual contributions from the s- and t-channel exchange as well as their interference are shown 
separately. The t-channel and the s-t interference are calculated with the ALIBABA program using 
the results of the fit in an iterative manner since the s-t interference contribution depends itself on 
the Z parameters and hence on the result of the fit. 

Fig. 17 shows the hadronic cross section as function of the center-of-mass energy obtained by the 
L3 experiment. The solid line is the result of the Breit-Wigner fit. The excellent agreement of data 
and fit can be seen from the bottom part of Fig. 17 where the ratio of measured cross section and the 
fit result is shown. The error bars indicate the statistical error of the data points. For better visibility 
the J;; values for the data sets on the Z peak are shifted slightly to the left and right. 

One clearly notices the drastic improvement in statistics for d # mZ achieved in the 1993 run. 
This is together with the improved LEP energy calibration the reason for the improvement of the 
mass and total width measurement compared to the previous scans. The data taken at the pole are 
split according to the LEP energy calibration periods given in Table 7. The high statistics pole cross 
sections are in reasonable agreement among each other indicating a good control of the experimental 
apparatus during this long period of data taking. 

The Z parameters discussed in this section can be derived from the measurements of total cross 
sections only. However, the results presented here are obtained from a common fit to total cross 
sections and lepton forward-backward asymmetries (see Appendix A) which enables comparisons of 
the results among the experiments [ 77,103]. The asymmetries add only little information to the mass 
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Fig. 16. The cross section e’e- + e+e- at the Z resonance measured by the L3 experiment. The result of the fit is shown 
together with the individual contributions of the s- and t-channel (see text). 

and the widths and thus do not change significantly the results obtained from the total cross sections 
atone. 

5.2. Definition of the Z mass and width 

The ansatz of Eq. (49) defines the Z mass mZ and the total width rz as parameters of a Breit- 
Wigner resonance. This form arises from an ansatz for the Z propagator with an energy dependent 
imaginary part, i.e. an energy dependent width: 

1 
Dz(s> = 

s-m~+isrzlmz’ 
(51) 

Such a propagator is motivated by quantum gauge theory in which the width is understood as the 
result of quantum corrections and therefore has a natural energy dependence [ 641. The Z mass and 
total width quoted by the LEP experiments correspond to this definition. 

There are other possible ways of defining these two parameters. The resonance can be described 
by a constant imaginary part of the Z propagator: 

Dz(s> = 
1 

s-E$+iHiZTz’ 

Comparing the poles of Eqs. (5 1) and (52) one finds that the two definitions of the mass and total 
width are related [ 1041: 

BZ = mZ ( 1 + Tzlmz)-‘i2 x mZ - 34 MeV , 
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Fig. 17. The cross section e+e- + hadrons at the Z resonance measured by the L3 experiment. The lower plot shows the 
ratio of the measured cross sections and the fit result together with the statistical error. 

T;,=r,(l +fz/mz)-'i2~~z- 1MeV. (53) 

This definition is equivalent to starting from the energy dependent imaginary part in the propagator 
(Eq. (5 1) ) and defining the mass as the real part of the pole in the complex s-plane: 

SO = Eig + iFizT;z. 

Conventionally, the mass of an unstable particle is defined by the pole in the energy plane 

which leads to a slightly different shift compared to the definition of mz: 

?f$ =mZ[l - i(rz/mz)2 +O(Tz/mZ)4] = mZ- 25 MeV. 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 
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The issue of the Z mass definition is important as the differences of the various definitions are larger 
than the experimental error. The theoretical aspects of the different mass definitions are discussed in 
Ref. [ 1051. 

5.3. The mass of the Z boson 

In Fig. 18 the values for the Z mass from the four LEP experiments and the combined result are 
compared. In this, and all similar plots following, the errors shown contain both the uncorrelated 
part and the part correlated among the experiments. The agreement among the experiments can be 
seen from the x2 value which is obtained from the uncorrelated part of the experimental errors as 
compared to the combined LEP value. In this example the x2 is 6.9 for three degrees of freedom. 

Also shown in Fig. 18 is the combined LEP result for the Z mass 

lnz = 91 188.4f 2.2 MeV (57) 

together with the breakdown of the error in the uncorrelated and common part. In this case the 
common error is the LEP energy calibration uncertainty (Eq. (45) ). 

The mass of the Z is now known very precisely. The relative precision Amz/mz = 2.4 x lo-” has 
almost reached the precision of the Fermi constant as measured from the muon lifetime AGF/GF = 
2 x 1o-5 [20]. 

As discussed above the hadronic interference term is fixed to the Standard Model value to obtain the 
result of Eq. (57). Treating this term as a free parameter in the fit results in an additional uncertainty 
on the Z mass. The L3 experiment has determined Jhad this way using their data of 1990-91 [ 1061. 
The additional error on mZ is found to be 

3mZ = f9 MeV. (58) 

The correlation of mZ and the hadronic interference term Jhad as obtained by the L3 experiment is 
shown in Fig. I9 [ 971. The scan of the Z resonance in 1993 with only three different energy points 
does not improve the determination of Jhad. From three hadron cross section measurements one can 
only derive mz, r, and rhad but not further constrain Jhad. It would be desirable to improve the 
determination of the y-Z interference from the data itself to cope with the improvements in the mZ 
and rz measurements. This requires, however, a scan of the Z lineshape with more than only three 
energy points. The optimum sensitivity for the y-Z interference is about 5 GeV above and below the 
Z peak [ 107,108]. 

Alternatively, measurements of the hadronic cross section below the Z resonance can be added 
to improve the experimental precision on the hadronic interference term. The hadronic cross section 
measured by the TOPAZ collaboration at the TRISTAN collider (& = 57.77 GeV) used together 
with the data of the OPAL experiment (1989-91) yields for the hadronic interference term [ 1091 

Jhan = 0.10 f 0.26 (59) 

which is in good agreement with the Standard Model prediction Jzay = 0.22 f 0.04. The inclusion of 
low energy data significantly reduces the uncertainty on rnz from the y-Z interference (see also Ref. 

[IlOl). 
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Z mass 

OPAL -+- 

91 192.4 + 3.7 MeV 

91 184.9 k 3.4 MeV 

91 193.8 + 3.6 MeV 

91 184.6 + 3.5 MeV 

91 188.4 f 2.2 MeV 

common 1.5 MeV 

not corn 1.6 MeV 

X’ldof = 6.913 

91180 91190 91200 

q WV1 

Fig. 18. The mass of the Z as determined by the LEP experiments together with the combined result. 

-2t 
91.15 91.19 91.23 

m, WV1 
Fig. 19. The correlation of the Z mass and the hadronic interference term ./had as obtained by the L3 experiment. 

5.4. The total width of the Z boson 

The next quantity extracted from the measured cross sections is the total width Tz. In Fig. 20 the 
results of the LEP experiments are summarized. The four experiments agree well and the combined 
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Total width Tz LEP averages of leptonic widths 
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Fig. 20. The total width of the Z determined by the LEP experiments together with the combined result and the Standard 

Model calculation. 

Fig. 2 1. The combined LEP values for the partial widths of the Z into electrons, muons and taus. Also shown is the averaged 
leptonic decay width and the Standard Model calculation. 

value is 

Tz = 2496.3 f 3.2 MeV. (60) 

The error contains a contribution of 2.0 MeV common to all experiments which is the quadratic sum 
of the LEP energy calibration and the uncertainty of the center-of-mass energy spread (see Section 

4.2). 
At the bottom of Fig. 20 the LEP mean value for Tz is compared to the Standard Model calculation. 

The width of the Z as a function of the top quark mass is obtained using the ZFITTER 4.9 [64] 
program. The hatched bands show the shift of the central value when varying the input parameters 
inside the limits given in Eq. (42). 

As can be seen from Fig. 20 the LEP measurement of rz is in very good agreement with the 
Standard Model prediction for top quark masses between 150 and 200 GeV. 

It should be noted that the measurement of the total width like the measurement of the Z mass is 
not affected by uncertainties which scale with the cross section like, for instance, the experimental 
error in the luminosity measurement. On the other hand, a constant contribution to the cross section 
has a much larger impact on rz. For example, an uncertainty of f15 pb in the determination of the 
non-resonant background in e+e- + hadrons, i.e. 0.5 x 10e3 of the peak cross section, translates to 
an error in the total width of dTz x f2 MeV. 
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The energy dependence of the theoretical uncertainty in the luminosity measurement has been 
investigated in Ref. [ 11 I]. It is found that this does not contribute significantly to the error of Tz or 
1717.. 

5.5. The partiul widths into hadrons and charged leptons 

The leptonic width is obtained by imposing lepton universality in the fit, i.e. forcing the decay 
widths into charged leptons to be the same apart from mass effects. The combined LEP value for the 
leptonic width is 

I‘( = 83.93 f 0.14 MeV. (61) 

The error contains 0.10 MeV common to all four LEP experiments originating to about equal parts 
from the theoretical error of the luminosity measurement and the common error on the total width 

1 7.. 

As the basic observable, the leptonic peak cross section, is proportional to (Tp/Tz)* the precision 
on the leptonic width Ari/rL = 0.16% contains a significant contribution from the knowledge of the 
total width Arz/fz = 0.13%. This part of the error cannot be reduced by further running at 6 = mZ 

but only through an improved scan of the Z resonance with better LEP beam energy calibration. 
In the same fit the hadronic width rhad of the Z is determined. The experiments find compatible 

numbers and the average value 

~~‘had = 1744.8 f 3.0 MeV (62) 

agrees well with the Standard Model. 
Relaxing the condition of lepton universality the individual leptonic decay widths are determined 

from the fit. The measurements are all in very good agreement, even when taking into account that 
some fractions of the errors shown are correlated. After combining the experiments Fig. 21 shows 
that the individual partial widths into electrons, muons and taus agree to better than 0.5% among 
each other. This is a strong confirmation of lepton universality in weak neutral currents (see Section 
8.2). 

An even more sensitive test of lepton universality is the comparison of the ratios of the hadronic 
and the individual leptonic decay widths. These quantities are essentially uncorrelated and they are 
found to be the same for the three charged leptons with a precision of 0.3% (see Appendix A). 

It should be noted that owing to the mass of the tau lepton the partial decay width of the Z into 
tau pairs rT is expected to be lower than the decay width into a massless charged lepton pair rr [ 411 

312 

= rl - 0.190 MeV. (63) 

This mass correction is taken into account when obtaining the leptonic width in Eq. (61) . 
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6. Results derived from the total and partial widths of the Z 

6. I. The invisible width and the number of light neutrino families 

From the measurement of the total and partial decay widths into hadrons and charged leptons the 
decay width of the Z into invisible particles is derived: 

rinv = rz - rhad - 3 rf* (64) 

Using the results of the five parameter fits (see Appendix A) of the four experiments and the average 
LEP results obtained taking into account the correlations among the total and partial widths the 
numbers summarized in Fig. 22 are obtained. The experimental results are in good agreement and 
the mean value 

ri,, = 499.9 f 2.5 MeV (65) 

compares well to the Standard Model expectation for three generations of light neutrinos. 
The part of the error common to all four experiments ( 1.8 MeV) is essentially due to the 0.16% 

error on the luminosity measurements caused by the current precision of the theoretical calculation 
of the small angle Bhabha cross section (see Section 3.6). The size of the effect on the error of 
rinv is estimated following Ref. [ 1121. Further progress on the theoretical calculation of small angle 
Bhabha scattering is necessary to reduce the error on ri,, and to improve this very important test of 

the Standard Model [ 1131. 

Invisible width ri,” 

499.6 + 3.6 MeV 

504.0 _+ 4.1 MeV 

500.3 f 4.4 MeV 

498.0 + 4.1 MeV 

499.9 k 2.5 MeV 

common 1.8 MeV 

not corn 1.8 MeV 

X’ldof = I.413 

m m,=91 188f2MeV 

j H m,=60- 1OOOGeV 

495 500 505 

rinv WV1 

Fig. 22. The decay width of the Z into invisible particles as determined from the total and partial decay widths into hadrons 
and charged leptons compared to the Standard Model calculation for three light neutrino generations. 
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The minimum partial width of the Z decaying into a neutrino-antineutrino pair, ry, allowed in 
the Standard Model is obtained for the smallest possible top quark mass (m, = 156 GeV ’ ) and the 
largest Higgs boson mass (mn = 1 TeV) to rz” > 166.6 MeV. Hence, the invisible width for three 
generations of light neutrinos is rf$’ > 500.0 MeV which is well compatible with the experimental 
result of Eq. (65). The precise measurement of ri”, can thus be used to set an upper limit of possible 
decays of the Z into other, non-observable particles: 

f(Z -+ Xi,,) < 5.0 MeV or BR(Z ---) Xi”“) < 2.0 ’ 10-j (95% C.L.) (66) 

Historically, the determination of Tin” is used to derive the number of light neutrino families N,. 
The first unambiguous determination that there are three and only three light neutrino species has 
been achieved simultaneously by the five experiments at LEP [ 114-l 171 and SLC [ 1181 from the 
measurement of the hadronic pole cross section using the first few thousands observed Z decays. 

The result for rinv can be converted into a number of light neutrino families: 

Using the ratio 

SM 

=0.5021 :“,:gs (m,,mn,cu(mz)) 

(67) 

(68) 

from the Standard Model largely reduces the top mass dependence present in the calculation of the 
unmeasurable neutrino width r, since in the ratio of the widths the leading part of the m, and mn 
dependence cancels. The error given in Eq. (68) is the remaining effect from varying m,, mH and 
a(mz) in the limits given in Eq. (42). It reduces even further to f0.0004 if the top quark mass is 
restricted to the result of the direct measurement (see Eq. ( 109) ) . The result 

N,, = 2.990 f 0.015 t”,:g5 (m,, mH, (Y(mz)) (69) 

firmly proves the presence of three standard neutrino families. The common theoretical uncertainty 
on the luminosity determination translates to AN,, = f0.012 and thus dominates the experimental 
error on the number of neutrino families. 

6.2. Direct determination of the invisible width 

Z decays into non-interacting particles, for instance neutrino pairs, can only be detected if one of 
the incoming electrons emits a bremsstrahlung photon with sufficiently large energy to pass the trigger 
and selection thresholds of the detectors. The study of events with only one photon and nothing else 
in the detector provides a possibility to determine in a direct way the partial width of the Z decaying 
into invisible particles Z-i,,. 

In the Standard Model the reaction e+e- -+ z@,y proceeds by the two diagrams depicted in Fig. 
23: The s-channel exchange of a Z and the t-channel exchange of a W* boson. Since the Z couples 
equally to all light neutrino species the contribution of the Z exchange is proportional to the number 

’ This is an estimated two standard deviation lower bound from Eq. ( 109). 
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Fig. 23. Feynman diagrams contributing to the reaction e+e- -+ v?~. 
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Fig. 24. The cross section e+e- -+ Y~Y as a function of the center-of-mass energy as measured by the L3 experiment 
[ I t 9 ] compared to the Standard Model calculation for 2, 3 and 4 neutrino species. 

Table 9 
Compilation of the results for r, I”” and N, obtained from the direct measurement of e+e- + vi+ 

SLdt [pb-‘1 I-,,, [MeVl N” Ref. 

ALEPH 15.7 450*34*34 2.68 f 0.20 f 0.20 [I201 
L3 57.3 503f 15* 13 3.01 f 0.09 k 0.08 [I191 
OPAL 40.5 539f26f 17 3.23f0.16f0.10 [I211 
Combined 507f 16 3.03 f 0.10 

of neutrino families. In the LEP energy range around the Z poIe (88-94 GeV) it accounts for > 97% 
of the total cross section e+e- --f YVY (for N, = 3). The minimum photon energy required to detect 
a single photon event is typically l-l.5 GeV. 

Fig. 24 shows the measured cross section efe- + vPy for Ey 2 1 GeV as function of the center- 
of-mass energy obtained by the L3 experiment in the 1993 scan of the Z resonance. The measurement 
of the Z --+ VV lineshape is compared to Standard Model calculation for different numbers of neutrino 
generations and good agreement is found for N, = 3. 

The results obtained on ri”, and N, are summarized in Table 9 and they are in good agreement 
with the results deduced from the measurements of the total Z width and the observable decays. 
Possibly correlated systematic errors are small [ 1221 and thus the combined result can be obtained 
by simply averaging the individual numbers. Varying m, and mH in the usual limits does not contribute 
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significantly to the error of N, at the current level of accuracy of this measurement. Yet, the study 
of e+e- -+ vVy events alone clearly rules out the existence of a fourth generation of neutrinos in the 
Standard Model. 

Eq. (64) provides an indirect determination of the invisible width as it relies on the assumption 
that events identified as hadronic and leptonic final states are indeed decays of the Z into hadrons or 
charged leptons, respectively, and not misinterpreted by the experimentors. The determination of fin” 
from the measured cross section of single photon events thus is experimentally independent and an 
important consistency check for the determination of Z parameters performed at LEP. The observed 
agreement of the two results for ring (or N,) thus supports the measurements of the partial width 
presented in Section 5.5. Note however, that when deriving the number of neutrino generations from 
the direct or indirect measurement of Tin” Standard Model couplings of the neutrinos to the Z have 
to be assumed in both cases. 

6.3. Determination of the strong coupling constant CY, from the total hadronic cross section 

Besides the determination of parameters of electroweak interactions precision measurements of total 
cross sections at the Z pole provide also a determination of the coupling constant of strong interactions 
(Y,. As discussed in Section 3.4 the presence of QCD radiative corrections in hadronic final states 
modifies apart from the shape of hadronic final states also the total cross section e+e- -+ hadrons 
depending on the value of cy,. 

The ratio of hadronic to leptonic width RF is, apart from small differences in the photon exchange 
contributing to hadronic and leptonic final states, equal to the ratio of the total cross sections at the 
Z pole’. From the experimental point of view Re can be measured more precisely than individual 
partial widths since the uncertainty on the measurement of the total width drops out. In addition, as 
a ratio of cross sections it is also independent of the luminosity measurement. Fig. 25 summarizes 
the results of the experiments. The combined value 

R, = 20.788 f 0.032 (70) 

has a precision of 0.15%. 
Since the main part of the weak radiative corrections (see Section 3.2) is universal to all Z decay 

channels the dependence on m, and mn cancels to first order in the Standard Model calculation of a 
partial width ratio. As can be seen from Fig. 25 Rf varies by only f0.2% for top and Higgs masses 
considered here. On the other hand the dependence on (Y, is evident. 

A value for (Y, can be extracted from the Re using the parameterization [ 1231 

R, = 19.943 [I + 1.060% +0.90 (:)* - 15 (:)‘I . 

The combined LEP results on RC yields 

ay, = 0.124 & 0.005 f 0.005. 

(71) 

(72) 

’ For the process e’e- -+ e+e- this applies only to the s-channel part. 
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Fig. 25. The ratio of the hadronic to leptonic width RI obtained by the LEP experiments from the fits imposing lepton 
universality compared to the Standard Model calculation. 

The first error originates from the experimental precision of Rk and the second reflects the theoretical 
uncertainties of electroweak and QCD calculations as well as the remaining dependence on the top 
quark and Higgs masses [ 1231. 

There is some more information about (Y, contained in the measurement of the total width (see 
Fig. 20). A simultaneous fit to a, and m, in the Standard Model using the LEP results on cross 

sections and asymmetries is performed in Section 9.1. 
Both values for o!$ are of similar precision and in good agreement with the results obtained from 

the analysis of event shape variables in hadronic Z decays [ 1241 

LY,(~~) = 0.123 f 0.006 (73) 

as well as with other (Y, measurements at lower energies extrapolated to the Z mass [ 501. 
The interest of determining the strong coupling from the total hadronic cross section is that it 

is largely independent of the details of hadronization in contrast to other methods like for instance 
the rate of 3-jet events [ 511. The total cross section e+e- + hadrons has already been used by the 
experiments performed at lower energies to extract the strong coupling constant. A recent compilation 
and re-analysis of the experimental data in the range 20 < 6 < 65 GeV yields [ 1251 

(Y, (35 GeV) = 0.146 f 0.030. (74) 

It can be converted into a value at fi = mZ using the running of (Y, 

a,(mz) = 0.124f 0.021 (75) 

which is in good agreement with the LEP result. 
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Fig. 26. Weak correction diagrams to the Zbb vertex involving the top-quark. 
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Fig. 27. The dependence of the partial decay width Z -+ bb compared to the partial decay width into d-quarks 

6.4. The partial width Z t bb 

Since the b-quark is the weak isospin partner of the top quark the Z decay into b-quarks deserves 
special attention among the hadronic decay channels. The Zbb vertex contains weak radiative correc- 
tions involving the top quark which are unique to this channel (see Fig. 26). Top quark dependent 
vertex corrections are insignificant for other Z decays into quarks because the corresponding elements 
in the CKM matrix, V,, and V,,, are small [ 201. The couplings of the Z to the b-quark is modified 
and the top quark mass dependence of ri, is changed compared to other quarks (Fig. 27). As a 
consequence, the ratio 

Rb = rb/rhad (76) 

depends on the top quark mass but it is insensitive to cr, and the Higgs mass since those corrections 
are universal to all quarks and cancel. Rb is thus probing the top quark sector of the Standard Model. 

There are several techniques used by the LEP experiments to identify b-quarks exploiting the 
relatively high mass of the b-quark (decay leptons with high transverse momentum, event shape 
variables) and the long lifetime of B-hadrons. See for instance Refs. [ 126-1281 for an overview of 
tagging techniques used at LEP. Details about the analysis of the four LEP experiments can be found 
in Refs. [ 129-l 361. In general, tagging b-quarks by secondary vertices provides the best results. 

Systematic uncertainties common to the four experiments and to the different tagging methods as 
well as the correlations between individual results are very important. They are studied in detail in 
Ref. [ 1021 and the mean value obtained for the four LEP experiments, including preliminary 1993 
and 1994 results, is [ 191 
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Fig. 28. Measurements of the ratio & = fh/rha,j (fixing R, = 0.171) by the LEP experiments compared to the Standard 
Model calculation. The combined LEP value is the average over all b-tagging methods and experiments [ 191. 

Rb = 0.2205 zt 0.0016. (77) 

Here the ratio R, = rc/rhad has been fixed to the Standard Model prediction, R, = 0.17 1. 
Fig. 28 shows the best individual result obtained by each of the four experiments. Because not all 

information is contained in these values and because the errors are correlated in a complicated manner 
one cannot obtain the mean value from simply averaging these numbers. However, the results of the 
four experiments as well as those obtained from different tagging methods are consistent. The SLD 
experiment has measured this quantity, too, and obtains the consistent value Rb = 0.2171 f 0.0054 
[ 1371. 

The comparison to the Standard Model calculation is also shown in Fig. 28. Evidently, the LEP 
measurement of Rb prefers a higher value than predicted. One observes a difference of 2.5 standard 
deviations comparing the measurement to the calculation for a top quark mass of 175 GeV or the 
lower limit obtained from the direct measurement of m, (Eq. ( 109) ) : 

( Rb)SM = 0.2157 (m, = 175 GeV), (Rb)SM < 0.2164 (m, > 156 GeV). (78) 

The experimental result for Rb deviates even more from the theory if the partial decay width into 
c-quarks is no longer constrained to the Standard Model value. A common fit to b- and c-quark 
parameters (see Appendix C) leads to 

Rb = 0.2217 f 0.0017 , R, = 0.1540 f 0.0074. (79) 

Compared to the Standard Model expectation Rb comes out to be three standard deviations higher 
whereas R, is two standard deviation smaller than expected. 
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It should be noted that if there was unknown physics modifying the special corrections to the Zbb 
vertex and causing the increase of rb above its Standard Model expectation this should also modify 
R, = fhnd/fl since fi, contributes with more that 20% to rhnd. However, this is not supported by 
experiment because the (Y, value derived from RF is consistent with other independent determinations 
of a!,. 

At the current level of precision no deviation from the Standard Model can be concluded from 
the single observable Rb. But if the experiments can further improve the identification techniques for 
b-quarks this measurement will become a powerful test of the Standard Model. 

7. Measurement of asymmetries in e+e- ---$ fT 

In addition to the results obtained from the measurements of total cross sections e+e- 4 ff 
presented in the previous sections, further information on electroweak parameters, in particular the 
couplings of the Z to fermions, is contained in the measurement of various asymmetries. As outlined 
in Section 2.5 forward-backward and left-right asymmetries, as well as the tau polarization are exper- 
imental observables sensitive to different linear combinations of helicity amplitudes. The combination 
of these asymmetries and the total cross sections allow the precise determination of the vector and 
axial-vector couplings, gv and &, of charged leptons and heavy, bottom and charm, quarks. 

Any of these observables can be interpreted as a measurement of the weak mixing angle sin2&, 
(see Section 8.1)) or alternatively in the Standard Model framework as a value for the mass of the 
top quark. 

7.1. Lepton forward-backward asymmetry below the Z resonance 

The measurement of forward-backward asymmetries for muon and tau pairs, as well as for b- and c- 
quarks, has been already performed at e+e- colliders operating below the Z resonance (PEP, PETRA 
and TRISTAN). These measurements together with results on scattering of polarized electrons on 
deuterium [ 71 and the observation of atomic parity violation [ 1381 provided the first experimental 
evidence for the interference of photon and Z exchange. 

Appendix B contains a compilation of results on total cross sections and forward-backward asym- 
metries in e+e- --f j~+j~- and e+e- ---) r+r- from experiments performed at lower energies. Clear 
evidence for y-Z mixing is seen in the A FB measurements. This is not visible in the total cross 
section of leptons where the experimental results up to energies of fi = 60 GeV are compatible 
with pure QED expectation . lo Figs 29 and 30 compare the observed asymmetries in the reactions . 

e+e- --f ,x+P- and e+e- --f r+r- with the Standard Model prediction in lowest order which is 
calculated from Eq. (21) using mZ = 91 188 MeV, the weak mixing angle as calculated from the 
ratio of the vector boson masses, sin2& = 0.226, and the lowest order value for the axial-vector 
couplings, gA = -l/2. 

For the purpose of comparing these results to the measurements performed at LEP the results of 
the L3 experiments obtained in the 1993 scan of the Z resonance are added as an example to the 

I” However, electroweak interference effects are measurable in the total cross section e’e- -+ hadrons below the Z pole 
[ 1391. 
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Fig. 29. Muon pair forward-backward asymmetry AFB as a function of the center-of-mass energy measured at e+e- colliders. 
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Fig. 30. Same as Fig. 29 for tau pairs. 

plots. Similarly to the low energy points the L3 results are corrected for higher order QED effects 
(see Appendix B). 

Both figures demonstrate the perfect agreement of the data with the Standard Model over a large 
range of center-of-mass energies. 
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forward-backward asymmetries imposing lepton universality. 

Fig. 32. Same as Fig. 31 for e+e- -+ pL+p-. 

7.2. Lepton forward-backward asymmetry at the Z resonance 

The experiments at LEP have measured the forward-backward asymmetry in the energy range 88- 
94 GeV for the three charged leptons. As the cross section around the Z resonance is very high these 
measurements are performed with unprecedented accuracy. The experimental precision achieved, in 
particular on the pole itself, allows a precise determination of the Z couplings to charged leptons and 
of weak radiative corrections. 

As an example, Figs. 31, 32 and 33 show the lepton pair asymmetries observed by the L3 
experiment as a function of the center-of-mass energy. Here the measurements are compared to 
the result of the fit to all total cross sections and forward-backward asymmetries, assuming lepton 
universality, in a similar way as is done for the total cross section (see Section 5.1). The forward- 
backward asymmetries are calculated from mZ, rz and the effective couplings, gA and gv, taking into 
account QED radiative corrections for the applied experimental cuts [ 641. Since the mass and the 
total width of the Z are mainly determined by the measurement of the total hadronic cross section the 
excellent agreement found in the energy dependence of the leptonic forward-backward asymmetries is 
another, non-trivial confirmation of the Standard Model. Equivalent results are obtained by the other 
LEP collaborations. 

To permit an unbiased analysis of the data the numbers quoted by the LEP experiments are 
the observed asymmetries corrected for experimental acceptances but not corrected for higher order 
radiation effects. As the radiative corrections depend on the experimental cuts, e.g. angular acceptance, 
acolinearity and minimum momentum, the A ~~ results cannot be compared directly, neither between 
different experiments nor lepton flavors. Therefore, the LEP experiments extract in their fits to the 
measured total cross sections and forward-backward asymmetries the effective coupling constants & 
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Fig. 34. The leptonic pole asymmetry A& measured at LEP. 

and & (t = e, ,u, 7) and convert them into the bare peak asymmetry (see Appendix A): 

Et! & i%& A% = 3 ($532 + (gg2 (gTvj2 + (&I2 * (80) 

As in the case of the total cross section for the reaction e+e- + e+e- the contribution of the 
t-channel exchange and the s-t interference have to be accounted for as described in Section 5.1. 
For small scattering angle the t-channel dominates and leads to a very high positive asymmetry. 
Even in the central part of the detectors where the e+e- --t e+e- analysis is confined the asymmetry 
originating from Z exchange is severly modified resulting in a very different d-dependence (see 
Fig. 31). 

The results obtained on Ah from averaging over the three lepton flavors are shown in Fig. 34. 

Good agreement is found among the experiments. The combined value 

A0 =00172f0.0012 FB * (81) 

contains the common systematic error due to the LEP energy calibration (Eq. (47)). The comparison 
to the Standard Model calculation shows that the leptonic forward-backward asymmetries are sensitive 
to the top quark mass. It is remarkable that the preferred value of m, is within errors in good 
agreement with the one obtained from the measurements of total cross sections (see Section 5) 
which are experimentally completely independent observables. 
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7.3. Forward-backward asymmetries of heavy quarks 

The forward-backward asymmetry of quark pairs are also studied in e+e- annihilation experiments. 
Due to the fractional charges of quarks their vector couplings to the Z are large which results in 
large forward-backward asymmetries on the Z pole (see Eq. (21) ) . One experimental observable is 
the asymmetry averaged over all five flavors, the quark charge asymmetry, which is deduced from 
the difference in charge flow in the forward and backward hemispheres of hadronic Z decays. For 
the results on quark charge asymmetries see Refs. [ 140-1421. These measurements are interpreted 
in terms of the effective weak mixing angle sin2aW (see Section 8.1). 

Asymmetries of heavy quarks (c- and b-quarks) are measured individually through their decays 
into electrons and muons [ 143-1461, from reconstructed D** mesons [ 1471 or by tagging b-quarks 
by their displaced decay vertex and applying the charge flow method to sign the event direction 
11481. Heavy quarks are identified in semileptonic decays through the, on average, high momentum 
and transverse momentum of the decay electrons and muons. The original quark direction is estimated 
by the thrust axis of the jet and the charge of the quark is inferred from the charge of the lepton. 

The observed asymmetry derived from the polar angle distribution has to be corrected for the effect 
of B0 - B0 mixing 

Ah = 
I 

A observed 
FB l-2XB FB ’ (82) 

where XB is the mixing parameter giving the probability that a Bo converts to a &, before decaying 
and hence inverts the assignment of the direction of the b-quark originating from the Z decay. 
Experimentally Xa is obtained from the rate of e+e- + bb events where in both jets like sign leptons 
from b-decay are observed. A common fit to all LEP data a yields [ 191 

XB = 0.1 149 + 0.0062. (83) 

Figs. 35 and 36 compare the results on b- and c-quark forward-backward asymmetries obtained at 
e+e- colliders below the Z pole with the combined results of the LEP experiments (see Appendix 
C). All b-quark asymmetries in Fig. 35 are corrected using the mixing parameter measured at LEP 
(Eq. (83) ) . As the LEP results given in Table 25 (Appendix C) are not corrected for QED effects 
they are shifted by the difference between the lowest order formula and the full Standard Model 
calculation including radiative corrections for the purpose of comparison. The measurements are well 
described by the Standard Model. 

As in the case of the lepton asymmetries, the measurements of AFB for b- and c-quarks are cast 
into a single number for the bare peak asymmetry. The combined results for the LEP experiments are 
obtained from a detailed analysis taking into account correlations among the quark species as well as 
errors common to the experiments [ 102,191. The results 

A;; = 0.0999 f 0.003 1 , ( Ag)SM = 0.100 :“,:g;, 

A’,’ = 0 0725 f 0.0058 FB . 3 (A$) SM = 0.072 +$; , (84) 

compare well with the Standard Model expectations. The experimental error of both numbers is smaller 
than the uncertainty of the Standard Model calculation from the m, variation. These measurements 
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Fig. 36. Same as Fig. 35 for e+e- -+ CC. 

hence are sensitive to weak radiative corrections. In Section 8.1 they will be compared in terms of 
sin’& to other asymmetry measurements. 

Fig. 37 shows a compilation of b-quark forward-backward asymmetries for & = wzz measured 
at LEP, The quoted numbers of the four LEP experiments are the ones obtained from semileptonic 
b decays and the combined result emerges from the fit using all available measurements [ 191. The 
Standard Model calculation is performed using ZFI’ITER and taking into account QCD corrections 
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Fig. 38. Tau decay into a charged pion and a neutrino in the tau rest frame. 

according to Ref. [ 1491. The sensitivity of the b-quark asymmetry measured at LEP to the mass of 
the top quark is comparable to the combined lepton forward-backward asymmetry. 

7.4. Measurement of the tau polarization 

Helicity states of final state fermions in e+e- collisions can only be observed in e+e- -+ r’r-. 

Because of the short lifetime (7 = 0.296 x lo-l2 s) the tau leptons decay close to the interaction 
point before they reach active parts of the detector. This, however, allows the determination of the 
average tau helicity from the observed energy spectra of the decay products [ 150,151]. This method 
cannot be applied for quarks, i.e. b-quarks, as the formation of various baryons and mesons types with 
different spins washes out the correlation of the quark helicity and the energies of the fragmentation 
products. Also the acolinearity of the decay products of the tau pair is sensitive to the momentum 
distribution among the neutrinos and the charged decay products and hence can be used to measure 
the average polarization [ 1521. 

All main tau decay channels are exploited for the measurement of the tau polarization: 

r- --f e-F, vTr T- -+ p”-V, vr, r- -+ T-V,, r- --f p-vT, r- -b a;v, (85) 

and the corresponding charge conjugate reactions. The simplest case is the tau decay into a charged 
pion because it is a two-body decay involving only one neutrino and the spinless charged pion 
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Fig. 39. The expected energy spectra of pions from the decay of right- and left-handed taus in the e+e- center-of-mass 
frame. 

Fig. 40. The energy spectrum of pions from the decay r- -+ vr-v, measured by L3 [ 1591 together with the fitted 
contributions from right- and left-handed taus. 

(Fig. 38). Assuming that the tau neutrino is always left-handed the pion preferentially escapes in 
the direction of the tau helicity. Hence, when boosted into the e+e- center-of-mass frame, i.e. the 
detector frame, the pion receives on average more energy from the decay of a right-handed tau than 
from a left-handed tau (Fig. 39). 

In the detector the sum of both spectra, weighted by the polarization asymmetry and smeared by 
the finite energy resolution, is observed. Fig. 40 shows an example pion spectrum obtained by the L3 
experiment. Also shown are the contributions of both helicities weighted by the fit result of the tau 
polarization. 

The other tau decay channels are analyzed in a similar manner. However, due to the presence of 
two neutrinos in the purely leptonic tau decays the correlation of tau helicity and electron or muon 

energy is diluted. In the case of the decay r- -+ p-v, some of the information lost due to the spin of 
the p- can be restored by correlating the energies of the p- decay products 7r- and ?r” [ 153,154]. 
Generally good agreement is observed among the different channels. See Refs. [ 155-1621 for details 
on the analysis. 

Apart from small radiative corrections the tau polarization on the Z peak can be written as [ 1 SO] 

P,- = 
a;_ - a;_ 2&& =-- 
CT,“_ -I CT,“_ (a)* + (&)’ = -AT. (86) 

As discussed in Section 2.5 additional information on electroweak couplings is contained in the 
angular dependence of the tau polarization: 
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Fig. 41. The tau polarization as a function of the scattering angle 0 measured by L3 (data 1990-93) [ 1601. The solid 

(dashed) line shows the result of the fit without (with) imposing lepton universality. 

(1 +cos28) A,+2cosOA, 

pTm(cos8) = -(I +cos*O) +2cosBA,A, ’ 
(87) 

The forward-backward tau polarization asymmetry, the difference of the polarization in the forward 
and backward hemispheres, extracts the odd powers in cos0 in Eq. (87). In the limit of helicity 
conservation this determines the helicity state of the incoming electrons and hence is equivalent to 
the measurement of the left-right asymmetry A LR. Fig. 41 shows the result of the L3 experiment. 
Since the electron and tau coupling constants can be obtained from one single measurement this 
provides an important test of lepton universality. 

The results on A, and A, from tau polarization at LEP are shown in Figs. 42 and 43. The 
experimental errors are assumed to be uncorrelated among the experiments. The LEP mean values 
are [ 191 

A, = 0.142 f 0.008 , A, = 0.139 f 0.009. (88) 

Again, both numbers are consistent with a top quark mass of about 175 GeV and thus are in agreement 
with all other electroweak observables at LEP. 

7.5. Measurement of the Left-right asymmetry at SLC 

Similar to the asymmetry in the production of right- and left-handed taus in e+e- --t T+T- at the 
Z pole, parity violation in weak interactions manifests itself also in the relative difference of the total 
cross section for right- and left-handed incoming electrons, the left-right asymmetry AL* (see Section 
2.5). Because the measurement of A LR needs the determination of neither the charge nor the helicity 
of the outgoing fermion all visible Z decays can be used. Hence, one can exploit the high pole cross 
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Fig. 42. The results on tau polarization on the Z pole from the LEP experiments together with the combined result and the 
Standard Model calculation. 

Fig. 43. The results on forward-backward tau polarization on the Z pole from the LEP experiments together with the 
combined result and the Standard Model calculation. 

section e+e- t hadrons to determine the couplings of the electron and results competitive to leptonic 
forward-backward asymmetry and tau polarization can be achieved with less integrated luminosity. 

However, the observation of ALR requires longitudinal polarization of the initial state electrons. In 
e+e- storage rings such as LEP depolarizing effects accumulating over many turns of the particles 
around the ring make it very difficult to combine high luminosity and a high degree of polarization. 
Therefore, the measurement of ALR has not yet been carried out at LEP See for instance Ref. [ 1631 
for a discussion of this issue and future prospects. 

Contrary to LEP the conditions for polarization experiments are very favourable at the SLC. 
Electrons and positrons pass only once through the arcs of the collider before interacting. Depolarizing 
effects such as imperfections of the magnets and beam-beam interactions do not pile up. The high 
degree of polarization obtained from the electron source [ 321 is hence essentially kept to the collision 

point. 
The SLD [ 1641 experiment at SLC has observed about 160000 events e+e- --f hadrons at the Z 

pole with an average degree of longitudinal polarization of the incoming electrons reaching (P,) = 77% 
[ 165,166]. From the observed number of hadronic events with left-handed (N,;) and right-handed 
(N,; ) electron beams the left-right asymmetry is calculated: 

I Ne; - Ne; 

ALR = (Pe) Ne; + Ne; ’ 
(89) 
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After taking into account small radiative corrections and the contribution from the y exchange the 
result obtained for the electron couplings is 

A,=2 g”v & 

G&)2 + (&)2 
= 0.1551 f0.0040. (90) 

It should be noted that the left-right asymmetry measures, in a different experiment, the same 
physical quantity as the forward-backward tau polarization (Eq. (88)), namely the couplings of 
electrons to the Z. The apparent discrepancy of the two results (two standard deviations) must be of 
experimental nature and only future improved measurements can clarify this question. 

Exploiting the longitudinal polarization at SLC and the tagging techniques for b-quarks the SLD 
experiment measures the left-right asymmetry as function of the scattering angle and determines A:: 
for b-quarks (Eq. (26) ) : 

(91) 

Results are obtained from semi-leptonic b- and c-quark decays [ 1671 and employing the charge 
flow technique in Z -+ b6 events tagged by displaced b decay vertices [ 168,166]. The combined 

results for the two quark species are 

-b -b 

A, = 2 
s”v & &’ gA 

(&)2+(&)2 =0.57*0.10, Ab=2(&jb)2+(&)2 
= 0.861 f 0.053. 

This is in agreement with the Standard Model which predicts a very high degree of polarization in 
particular for b-quarks from Z decays: 

ASM = 0 666+0~0’4 
c -0.01 I ’ 

ASM = 0 934+O.@J2 
b . -0.001 . (93) 

8. The weak mixing angle and 2 couplings to fermions 

8.1. Determination of the eflective weak mixing angle sin*& 

A quantitative comparison of asymmetries can be performed in terms of the weak mixing angle. 
For the precision measurements 
definition of the effective weak 

Section 3.2) : 

performed at the Z resonance it is most convenient to adopt the 
mixing angle sin26 w by the ratio of the effective couplings (see 

2 = 1 - 4 ]Qf] sin2aw . (94) 

The definition of sin2& is in principle flavor dependent due to weak vertex corrections. The effect is 
demonstrated in Table 10 which contains Standard Model calculations of sin2avv for various fermions. 
Since the most precise results are obtained from the charged leptons they are used to define sin*&. 
With the exception of b-quarks the difference compared to the charged leptons is found to be small 
compared to the experimental accuracy in these channels. 
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Table IO 

The effective weak mixing angle sin*& calculated in the Standard Model for various fermions. The right column indicates 
the maximum difference found compared to charged leptons in the parameter range given in Eq. (42). 

sin*& /Asin*& 

vi; 0.23 I63 0.00036 
r’f- 0.23199 - 

Uii 0.23 189 0.00010 

dd 0.23 177 0.00022 
Cz- 0.23 189 0.00010 

bl, 0.23329 0.00306 

The conversion of asymmetries into sin26 W is practically independent of assumptions about the 
Standard Model, in particular the p-parameter [ 1691. The measurements of the leptonic asymmetries 
(forward-backward, left-right and tau polarization) can be cast into At only applying QED radiative 
corrections to the measurements and hence can be converted into sin*& directly: 

A, =2 
1 - 4 sin*8 W 

1 + ( 1 - 4 sin2aw)* ’ 
(95) 

The determination of sin2aw from the b-quark forward-backward asymmetry in principle depends 
on Standard Model assumptions to account for the special corrections to the Zbb vertex (see Fig. 
26). However, since Ab >> A, the b-quark asymmetry A”*b m = i A, Ab is more sensitive to the electron 

couplings than to those of the b-quark and the dependence of sin2aw obtained from Ah on m, is 

found to be numerically small. Ignoring the difference of sin2aw (see Table 10) affects the calculation 
for the b-quark pole asymmetry by dA$’ < 0.001, i.e. much smaller than the current experimental 
precision (Eq. (84)). Therefore, all observables basically measure the effective mixing angle of 
leptons or, like the angular dependence of the left-right asymmetry for b-quarks (Eq. (92) ) , are not 
yet precise enough to be sensitive to the differences shown in Table 10. 

Extracting sin26 w from the measurement of the quark charge asymmetry is not independent of 
the Standard Model because it prescribes the quark flavor composition of hadronic Z decays to the 
Standard Model expectation. The result obtained at LEP [ 191 

sin2aw = 0.2325 f 0.0013 (96) 

agrees well with other determinations, though. 
Fig. 44 summarizes the LEP averages on sin2aw obtained from the forward-backward asymmetries 

of leptons, b- and c-quarks, the tau polarization and its forward-backward asymmetry, and compares 
it to the measurement of the left-right asymmetry performed by the SLD experiment. Averaging the 
results of the six observables leads to 

sin2&w = 0.23 14 f 0.0003 (97) 

with x2 = 7.1 for five degrees of freedom. The main contribution to this x2 arises from the ALR 
measurement at SLC which deviates from the average of the five measurements performed at LEP, 
sin2aw = 0.23 18 f 0.0004 (x2 = 2.2), by two standard deviations. Future improved determinations 

of ALR and the other asymmetries will clarify this issue. 
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Fig. 44. Comparison of the effective weak mixing angle sin’& obtained from asymmetry measurements at LEP and 
SLC together with the combined value and the Standard Model calculation for different Higgs masses and QED coupling 

constants LY( mz). 

Both average values of sin28 w are well compatible with a top quark mass of 180 GeV and the 
errors translates, for fixed mu, to an estimate of Am, M f10 GeV. Fig. 44 also shows the dependence 
of the Standard Model calculation for sin2&, on the QED coupling constant at the Z mass, cy( mz) . 

Varying this input parameter within its uncertainty (Eq. (41) ) shifts the central value by A sin2& = 
f0.00023 which is of the same order as the experimental error. The uncertainty on (w( mZ) is therefore 
a limiting factor for the interpretation of the measured sin2& in terms of Standard Model parameters 
like the top quark mass. On the other hand, the uncertainty on cr( mz) is not limiting the experimental 
precision on sin2&. The QED corrections applied to obtain for instance AL from the measured 
forward-backward asymmetries do not depend much on the QED coupling constant at the mass of 
the Z. 

The effective weak mixing angle can be obtained also from a Standard Model fit to the asymmetries 
used above and the measured total cross sections, or the total and partial widths derived from the 
latter. Contrary to the asymmetries the widths are proportional to the square of the effective coupling 
constants (Eq. (37) ) and hence depend on the p-parameter. To convert the measurements of the total 
and partial widths into sin2aW one therefore must assume the Standard Model relation between jj and 
sin2aW. The result of this fit (see Section 9.1) is 

sin2aW = 0.2316 f 0.0003 f 0.0001 , (98) 

where the second error reflects the variation of m H. The error on cu(mz) is also included in the 
result. This result is in good agreement with the more model-independent value obtained from the 
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Table I I 
The effective axial-vector and vector coupling constants jA and iv for charged leptons obtained from LEP cross section 
and asymmetry measurements. 

i?A i3 

e+e- -0.5011 It 0.0005 -0.0368 * 0.0018 
Iu+ru- -0.5011 f 0.0008 -0.0370 f 0.0041 
7+7- -0.5015 f 0.0009 -0.0371 f 0.0018 
C-l- -0.501 2 * 0.0004 -0.0369 * O.OOIO 

Table I2 

Same as Table I I including the ALR measurement of SLD. 

e+e- -0.5010 It 0.0005 -0.0385 f 0.0009 
pkl-- -0.5012 zt 0.0007 -0.0354 zt 0.0036 
r+r- -0.5015 f 0.0009 -0.0369 f 0.0018 
?- -0.501 1 * 0.0004 -0.0380 zt 0.0007 

asymmetries alone which of course reflects again the good agreement of all total cross section and 
asymmetry measurements at LEP and SLC with the Standard Model using a common value for the 

top mass. 

8.2. The effective vector and axial-vector coupling constants gv and &, for charged leptons 

The vector and axial-vector coupling constants of electrons, muons and taus can be determined 
from the partial widths and the asymmetries exploiting their different dependence on the coupling 
constants. To obtain the combined result on gv and gA as well as the contour in the gv-gA plane the 
results listed in Table 17 (Appendix A) and their correlations are used together with A, and A, from 
the tau polarization and the measurement of A LR by the SLD experiment. The leptonic partial widths 
are related to the effective couplings including final state QED and mass corrections as [ 641: 

( ) 
2 

p/z ml . 

nlz 

(99) 

The results obtained for the three lepton species from LEP measurements are shown in Table I 1 
together with the result imposing lepton universality. The numbers quoted in Table 12 include also 
the measurement of ALR performed at SLC (Eq. (90)). 

Because of the small vector couplings the partial widths are essentially proportional to gi and the 
errors on the axial-vector couplings values reflect the errors on the partial widths as well as their 
correlations (see Section 5.5). The experimental error on the total width fz is one of the limiting 
factors in the measurement of the axial-vector coupling constant of leptons &. 



In the calculation leading to Tables 11 and 12 the axial-vector coupling constant of the electron is 
constrained to negative values. The negative value of $$, has been experimentally established already 
from the combination of neutrino-electron scattering results and the forward-backward asymmetry 
measurements at PETRA and PEP [ 170,171]. All other signs are unambiguously determined by the 
LEP and SLD measurements. Hence, lepton universality is confirmed in size and sign of the coupling 
constants to high accuracy by the experiments at the 2. 

The test of lepton universality can be quantified by calculating the ratio of muon and tau to electron 
coupling constants obeying their correlations. From LEP (Table I 1) one obtains 

g;/g’, = 1 .oooo f 0.0018, &/g”v = 1.01 f0.14, 
j&/g’, = I .0007 f 0.0020, g//g’, = 1 .Ol f 0.07. 

and including the measurement of ALR (Table 12) : 

(loo> 

g*A/& = 1.0004f0.0018, g/“,/& = 0.92f0.10, 
&/& = 1.0009 f 0.0020, &/&, = 0.96 f 0.05. (101) 

The numbers are all well compatible with unity and hence prove the universality of lepton couplings. 
In particular, the experimental accuracy on the ratios of axial-vector couplings is f0.2%. When 
including the A LR result into the fit the muon and tau vector couplings come out to be different by 
about one standard deviation from the electron coupling. Again, this reflects the apparent difference 
of the A, measurements at LEP and SLC. 

Figs. 45 and 46 show the allowed contours (68% C.L.) in the gA-gV plane for electrons, muons 
and taus. Good agreement is found for the three channels. The best measurements are obtained for 
the electron and for the tau whereas in e+e- --+ rut/_- always the product of muon and electron 
couplings is measured. The polarization of muons from Z decay could be measured directly from the 
angular dependence of the left-right asymmetry, A$‘, as it has been done for b- and c-quarks by the 
SLD experiment (see Section 7.5). With 20 000 /.L+/_L- pairs a statistical precision of dg = 0.004 
can be achieved from this measurement. 

The contours are compared to Standard Model predictions for different top quark and Higgs masses 
again revealing the excellent agreement for a top mass of about 175 GeV. The uncertainty on a( mz) 
(see Eq. (42) ) changes the prediction for the vector coupling constant by A& = f0.0005 (not 
shown in the plot) while leaving &, unchanged. 

In neutrino-electron scattering experiments the vector and axial-vector coupling constants of the 
electron are measured at low momentum transfer (Q* x 0.01 GeV* ) . The result of the CHARM II 
experiment obtained from muon-neutrino electron scattering [ 1721 

& = -0.503 f 0.006 f 0.016, g”v = -0.035 f 0.012 f 0.012 

compares well to the measurements at the Z resonance. 

( 102) 

61.3. The effective vector and axial-vector coupling constants gv and $jA for heavy quarks 

The coupling constants for b- and c-quarks can be derived from their measured forward-backward 
asymmetries and partial decay widths in the same way as the coupling constants of charged leptons. 
Belonging to different generations b- and c-quarks are representatives of different weak isospin states: 
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Fig. 45. The contours (68% C.L.) in the &,-gv plane for electrons, muons and taus obtained by the LEP experiments. The 
broken line is the combined contour for leptons and the star indicates the central value. The filled circles connected by 
dotted lines show the Standard Model predictions for different m, and mu values. 

Fig. 46. Same as Fig. 45 with the ALR result from SLD included. 

Table I3 

The effective axial-vector and vector coupling constants for b- and c-quarks obtained from the combined LEP results, 
the SLD measurement of Ah and A, and the forward-backward asymmetries measured at PEP, PETRA and TRISTAN 
experiments. 

bb 
CE 

-0.528 :~;;I;~~ -0.3135j;z 
+0.477 f 0.013 +0.176 & 0.015 

Tq = - l/2 and T3 = + l/2, respectively. In this way the Standard Model assignment of vector and 
axial-vector coupling constants (Eq. ( 11) ) can be experimentally verified also for quarks. As it is the 
weak isospin partner of the top quark the verification of the b-quark couplings and thus its isospin 
assignment provides indirect evidence for the existence of the top. 

Forward-backward asymmetries and cross section of heavy quarks measured below the Z pole have 
been used. in the past to obtain their coupling constants [ 173,174]. Again, the experiments at the Z 
pole have largely improved the accuracy of these measurements. 

Table 13 shows the results for the axial-vector and vector coupling constants of b- and c-quarks. 
The numbers are obtained using the combined LEP results on b- and c-quarks (see Appendix C) 
and their correlation. The results on forward-backward asymmetries below the Z pole (Table 24) are 
included. These data determine the sign of & and solve the ambiguity in & and gv which is present 
in the formulae for fi = mZ. Also the SLD measurements of Ab and A, (Eq. (92)) are added. The 
couplings of the electrons and the partial decay width of the Z into hadrons are constrained to the 
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Fig. 47. The 68% (solid line) and 95% C.L. (broken line) contours in the &-gv plane for b-quarks compared to the area 
allowed by the Standard Model (SM) for different rnt and mH values. 

Fig. 48. Same as Fig. 47 for c-quarks. 

results of the fit for the leptonic coupling constants (Table 12). 
The contours in the gv-& plane are shown in Figs. 47 and 48. In both figures the area for gA 

and jjv allowed in the Standard Model when varying the input parameters according to Eq. (42) is 
indicated. The agreement with the experimental measurements is satisfactory and clearly supports the 
r, = - l/2 and r3 = +1/2 hypothesis for b- and c-quarks, respectively. However, the discrepancies 
observed in rh/rhad (see Section 6.4), and also rc/r hadr are again visible as a two or more standard 
deviation effects in the contours. 

Contrary to the charged leptons the precision achieved in the quark couplings is not adequate to 
single out a preferred region for the top quark mass. 

9. Interpretation of electroweak observables 

9. I. The mass of the top quark 

As has been demonstrated in the previous sections all experimental results obtained at the Z 
resonance with some reservations about the partial decay widths of b- and c-quarks are well described 
by the Standard Model using a common value for the mass of the top quark. Here all available 
measurements are used to derive the best estimate for mt from the precision measurements of radiative 
corrections in the Standard Model framework. The experimental input used is the set of five parameters 
obtained from the total cross sections and lepton forward-backward asymmetries at LEP (Table 14), 
the results of the tau polarization measurement (Eq. (88)) and the partial widths and forward- 
backward asymmetries of b- and c-quarks (Table 25). The results from SLD (Eq. (90) and Eq. 
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(92) ) are also added. 
The result for the top quark mass is 

(103) 

where the second error indicates the shift of the central value when varying the Higgs mass from 
60 to 1000 GeV. This contribution to the uncertainty of the top mass estimate is larger than the 
experimental precision. The first error contains also the uncertainties introduced by the other Standard 
Model parameters, in particular the knowledge of the strong and QED coupling constants at the mass 
of the Z. Their uncertainties (Eq. (42)) contribute to approximately f3 GeV (da,) and f4 GeV 
(dcu( mz)) to the error of the top mass estimate. In particular the precision of (I plays a role due 
to the correlation of the running of cy and the weak radiative corrections in dr which is the quantity 
which most of the observables at the Z are sensitive to. 

Releasing the constraint on the strong coupling constant one can fit simultaneously for m, and cy,. 
The result obtained 

m, = 181 f 9 ?$(mn) GeV, a, = 0.123 f 0.004 f 0.003 (104) 

is consistent both with the top mass estimate from above and the value used for LY, obtained from the 
study of hadronic event shapes at the Z [ 1241. 

This value for (Y, is also in agreement with the result obtained from the ratio of hadronic and 
leptonic widths alone (see Section 6.3). The second error given for cy, contains the theoretical 
uncertainty in the calculation of the electroweak and QCD radiative corrections [ 1231 and the shift 
of the central value when changing the Higgs boson mass. Fig. 49 shows the 68% C.L. contour in 
the IY, and m, plane which demonstrates the correlation between these two parameters as well as the 
dependence of the result on the unknown Higgs mass. 

It should be noted that here an estimate for the mass of a particle is presented which is obtained 
from precision measurements of radiative corrections. As a matter of fact the top quark has been 
discovered recently at exactly the predicted mass by the two experiments at the FERMILAB pl? 
collider [ 131: 

m, = 176f 8 f 10 GeV (CDF) , m, = 199::; f 22 GeV (DO). (105) 

This discovery is a striking success of the Standard Model since it proves that the major part of the 
weak radiative corrections (see Section 3.2) does indeed originate from the large mass difference in 
the top-bottom weak isospin doublet. Non-trivial higher order diagrams like the vacuum polarization 
of heavy gauge bosons (Fig. 6) are thus experimentally established. 

Leaving aside the unknown mass of the Higgs for a moment the mass of the top quark obtained 
in Eq. ( 103) (and Eq. (105)) fixes the last unknown input parameter of the Standard Model. Hence 
it can be used to calculate any other quantity in the Standard Model framework. For instance, using 
the result of Eq. (103) one obtains the following parameters: 

sin*&w = 0.23 16 f 0.0003 f 0.0001 , sin*& = 0.2233 f 0.0011 fi$$ , 

mw = 80.36 f 0.06 f 0.02 GeV , dr = 0.036 ‘$$ f 0.001 . (106) 
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Fig. 49. The 68% CL. contour in the cx-mt plane obtained from a Standard Model fit assuming different values for the 
Higgs boson mass. 

The ignorance of mH is the cause of the second error quoted. The sin2aW value uses the information 
contained in the widths and thus depends on the Standard Model calculation of radiative corrections 
(see Section 8.1). 

The on-shell definition sin*&, has a larger error which is just an artifact reflecting its steeper m, 
dependence demonstrated in Fig. 8. One can compare the LEP and SLC measurements in terms of 
sin26w with neutrino-nucleon scattering experiments at low energies. The results of these experiments 
[ 175-I 771 yield an average value of [ 1781 

sini& = 0.2260 f 0.0048. (107) 

The good agreement with the result at the Z resonance demonstrates again that the Standard Model 
describes well all neutral current experiments from very low energies up to the Z mass. 

The W* mass derived from the LEP measurements compares also very well with the direct 
measurements at the pp colliders [ 301: 

mw = 80.23 f 0.18 GeV. ( 108) 

Here it becomes evident that the combined result of electroweak observables at the Z resonance 
exceeds the precision on the direct mass measurement of the W* (see Section 3.1). 

The electroweak radiative corrections dr determined in the Standard Model framework differ 
significantly from the 6% arising from the running of cr (see Section 3.3). This shows again that 
pure weak radiative corrections from a heavy top quark (m, > 100 GeV) are necessary to describe 
the experimental results. 
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9.2. The mass of the Higgs boson 

The precise measurements of electroweak observables at the Z and their interpretation in terms of 
weak radiative corrections led to a rather precise estimate for the mass of the top quark (Eq. ( 103) ). 
Of course, this raises the question if the precise knowledge of Z parameters can be used similarly to 
derive a statement on the last missing Standard Model parameter: the mass of the Higgs boson. 

As has been demonstrated throughout this article the sensitivity of electroweak observables is 
much smaller for the Higgs mass as compared to the top quark mass since weak radiative corrections 
depend only logarithmically on mH. From Fig. 45 (see also Fig. 51 below) it is very clear that the 
data constrain the range of allowed top masses in the Standard Model but that on the other hand the 
variation of Standard Model calculations in the range of reasonable Higgs masses is smaller than the 
current precision of the experimental input. As long as these data are used to constrain simultaneously 
both, m, and tq,, no improvement of the experimental and theoretical limits on the Higgs boson (see 
Section 2.2) is possible. 

However, one can now use the direct measurements of the top quark mass (Eq. ( 105) ) . Averaging 
the two results yields 

m, = 180f 12 GeV (109) 

and with this additional constraint the 68% C.L. contour shown in Fig. 50 is obtained. The limit 
from the direct search for the Standard Model Higgs boson, mH 3 63.5 GeV, is overlaid because the 
electroweak data cannot rule out the Higgs boson below this limit. The fit prefers a light Higgs with 
a central value of mH = 65 GeV. And with 95% probability a heavy Higgs boson (mH > 536 GeV) 
is excluded. See also the discussions in Refs. [ 102,19,179]. 

However, the result of the b-quark partial width Rb = rb/rhad (Fig. 27) has a rather large influence 
on this Higgs mass estimation. This measurement is insensitive to mH but pulls the fit towards lower 
top quark masses and due to the correlation between the two parameters in Ar to lower mH values. 
Leaving out Rb from the fit changes the central value to mH = 129 GeV and a Higgs mass of 1000 GeV 
cannot be excluded anymore from the remaining electroweak data. 

In summary, one can state that the measurements of electroweak observables at LEP and SLC start 
to become sensitive to the Standard Model Higgs boson if the direct measurement of the top quark 
mass is included. With improved precision on both, the direct m, measurement and the Z parameters, 
one might be able in near future to tell from Fig. 50 if the Standard Model Higgs boson is light 
or heavy. This would be an important experimental information for the plans for future accelerators 
intended to search for the Higgs boson. 

9.3. The epsilon parameters 

It has been shown in this article that the precision measurements of electroweak observables are 
all compatible with the Standard Model of electroweak interactions for a top mass m, x 175 GeV 
and with any reasonable choice for the Higgs boson mass. But it is also very important to verify 
the validity of the Standard Model in a way as independently as possible of these two parameters. 
Several strategies have been proposed in the literature [ 1801. Here the parameterization of electroweak 
measurements in terms of E parameters [ 1811 is discussed. Two of these parameters, cl and ~3, are 
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Fig. 50. The 68% C.L. contour in the mH-m, plane obtained from a Standard Model fit constraining the top quark mass 
to the result of the direct measurement (Eq. ( 109) ). The star indicates the central value of the fit. Higgs masses below 
63.5 GeV are excluded by the result of the direct search [ 291. 

Fig. 5 I. The contours in the EI and EJ plane as obtained from the measurements of TV and sin*& at LEP and SLC. The 
solid line shows the 68%, the broken line the 95% C.L. contour and the star is the central value of the fit. The hollow cross 
indicates the Standard Model expectation without weak radiative corrections. 

directly related to observables (leptonic partial width, lepton asymmetries) at LEP ” . The aim is to 
disentangle the radiative corrections originating from top quark and Higgs masses: 

&I = 4, ~3 = ct Ap + (ci - si) (sin2&/si - 1) , (110) 

with 

The first parameter (E,) is identical to the deviation of the p parameter from unity (see Eq. (33)) 
thus preserving the leading quadratic m, dependence of weak radiative corrections in this parameter. 
The other, Q, is a linear combination of Ap and the weak radiative corrections relating the definitions 
of the weak mixing angle (Section 3.2). This linear combination is chosen such that the leading 
mf-term of the weak radiative corrections drops out and only a mild m, dependence remains in Ed. 
The Standard Mode1 calculations for various top quark and Higgs boson masses shown in Fig. 51 
demonstrate this behaviour. 

The result from the fit to the LEP cross section, lepton and b-quark forward-backward asymmetry 
and tau polarization data is shown as 68% and 95% C.L. contours. Again, it can be seen that the 
LEP data significantly constrain the mass of the top quark as discussed in the previous section. 

” Another parameter, &h, parametrizes the Zbb vertex corrections [ I81 1. 
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Fig. 52. Examples of the proton decay in Grand Unification theories. 

However, from the wide range of allowed e3 values it becomes clear that no statement on mH from 
electroweak precision measurements alone can be made. The measurements have to be improved and, 
most importantly, the mass of the top quark must be measured as precisely as possible. 

The fit shown in Fig. 51 severely constrains the allowed parameter space of extensions of the 
Standard Model like Technicolour [ 181, Supersymmetry [ 171 and new gauge groups. New physics 
would modify the expectations for these parameters. See for instance Ref. [ 1821 for a detailed 
discussion. 

9.4. UniJcation of coupling constants 

Leaving aside gravitation there are two theories today which both together describe very successfully 
all interactions among elementary particles. The Standard Model of electroweak interactions based on 
SU( 2)L x U( 1) gauge symmetry accounts for all electroweak phenomena observed so far. Likewise 
strong interactions between quarks and gluons are described by QCD which is based upon SU(3) 
colour symmetry. However, both models are separated and there is no theoretical link between 
electroweak and strong interactions. 

Naturally, the next step towards a more profound theoretical understanding of nature would be 
the unification of electroweak and strong interactions. Similar to the apparent distinction between 
electromagnetic and weak phenomena at energies well below the electroweak unification, i.e. the 
masses of the heavy gauge bosons, strong and electroweak phenomena are distinct at currently 
accessible energies. The appealing idea is that strong and electroweak interactions are described 
by a common symmetry beyond a certain energy, the grand unification (GUT) scale, and that this 
symmetry is brbken at lower energies leading to the apparently very different behaviour of quarks and 
leptons. The SU( 5) group is the simplest possible symmetry describing the unification of electroweak 
and strong interactions [ 161. 

As the mass scale of the electroweak unification, the masses of the W* and Z bosons, were 
predictable from experiments at low energies there are observables at lower energies which can be 
exploited to constrain possible unification models as well as to derive limits on the energy scale. One 
of the predictions is the decay of the proton. The link between quarks and leptons requires heavy 
gauge bosons, X and Y, coupling to quark-lepton pairs with masses around the unification scale. 
Hence processes like the examples depicted in Fig. 52 are possible and lead to the decay of protons. 
Completely analogous to the decay of the muon from which the mass of the Wf bosons can be 
derived (see Section 3.1) the experimental limit on the proton lifetime 

~“25~ 10”‘years (111) 
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implies a limit on the mass of the X and Y bosons and hence on the energy scale of grand unification 
[ 183,201 

mx >, 10’” GeV. (112) 

Another consequence of the unification of strong and electroweak interactions would be that the 
coupling constants assigned to each symmetry group can be derived from one single coupling constant 
at the unification scale. Three independent coupling constants are needed for the three gauge groups 
which describe the interactions at the scale of electroweak unification: g and g’ of SU(2)L x U( I ) 

(Eq. (6) ) and cy, of QCD. For the discussion of grand unification they are usually parameterized as 

(113) 

Coupling constants are constant only at a given energy. They are energy, or equivalently, distance 
dependent through virtual corrections. The running of the QED coupling constant (Y discussed in 
Section 3.3 is an example for the energy dependence of coupling constants. 

The evolution of the coupling constants with the energy scale p is governed by a set of non- 
linear differential equations, the renormalization group equations (RGE). In second order they can 

be written as [ 1841 

(114) 

The first and second order beta coefficients, b, and bij, encode the particle spectrum of the theory and 
how the gauge couplings influence each other [ 1851. These coefficients hence depend on the number 
of fermion generations N, and on the number of Higgs particles NH in the model. 

In the Standard Model these coefficients are [ 1861 

The experiments at the Z resonance have significantly improved our knowledge of the coupling 
constants at the Z mass, (Y; ( mZ) . The measurements of ay, [ 1241 and the weak mixing angle sin2fiw 
at LEP, together with the extrapolated QED coupling constant a(mz), fix the three coupling constants 
at lnz. With the help of the RGE these coupling constants can then be calculated at any energy scale 
,u to test the hypothesis that they are equal at a certain point. 

It should be noted here that the RGE as well as the beta coefficients depend on the renormalization 
scheme applied. The above cited relations are calculated in the modified minimal subtraction scheme 
(MS) [ 1871. The corresponding QED coupling constant and weak mixing angle determined in Refs. 
[ 188,189], together with the LY, value given in Eq. (73), will be used in the following: 

cu(mz).-’ = 127.9 f 0.2 , sin2GMS( mz) = 0.2334 f 0.0006. W (116) 
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The value for sin26F(mz) emerges from a fit using all 2, W and neutral-current data. The strong 
coupling constant ay, has the largest error and thus will determine the precision of the evolution of 
the coupling constants. 

Solving the renormalization group equations [ 1841 (Eq. ( 114)) using the beta coefficients for 
three generations and one Higgs boson leads to the evolution of the coupling constants shown in 
Fig. 53. The width of the bands represent the experimental error of the coupling constant at mZ, 
propagated along the energy scale. 

In the Standard Model the three coupling constants do not meet at one point and hence do not 
emerge from one common gauge group . I2 In addition, the coupling constants become of the same 
order already below the limit of 1015 GeV imposed by the lifetime of the proton. This has been 
already observed before the advent of LEP [ 1901 but the precision measurements at the Z resonance 
rule out with much more significance the simplest model of grand unification. 

If one still wants to keep alive the idea of unifying electroweak and strong interactions new physics 
is required between the scale of the electroweak unification O( 100 GeV) and the grand unification 
scale at ,u 3 IO’” GeV. New particles cause additional virtual diagrams and consequently change the 
evolution of the coupling constants. This is reflected by a modification of the beta coefficients. For 
instance. in the minimal Supersymmetry Model [ 171 one obtains [ 1861 

If one assumes a sharp threshold for supersymmetric particles at 1000 GeV the evolution of the 
coupling constants shown in Fig. 54 is obtained. It is calculated for three generations and two Higgs 
boson as required by the minimal supersymmetric model. Apparently the three couplings do match 
now at an energy beyond 1Ol5 GeV. See Refs. [ 184,189,185] for detailed discussions. 

Of course, Fig. 54 cannot be interpreted as a proof for the existence of Supersymmetry nor its 
energy scale. The assumption that all new particles have the same mass is too crude and the matching 
of three straight lines in one point is too weak as an argument. But the convergence of the coupling 
constants achieved by the introduction of new particles into the theory provides a strong indication 
that there is new physics between 100 and lOI GeV and that the “Great Desert“ does not exist. 

10. Future tests of the Standard Model 

The results on electroweak parameters obtained so far at LEP are much more precise than expected 
before the startup of LEP [ 1911. Further significant improvements are expected in the next years 
from running at the Z resonance. 

The knowledge of the decay width of the Z into invisible particles I’i”,, or equivalently the number 
of neutrino families, is now limited by the theoretical precision of the cross section calculations for 

” This could also be explained if one assumes that the common gauge group is broken in steps at different energies. 
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Fig. 53. Running of coupling constants in the Standard Model. 

Fig. 54. Running of coupling constants with Supersymmetry at 1 TeV. 

small angle Bhabha scattering (see Section 6.1). Improved calculations are expected to be available 
soon and this will enhance the precision of this measurement already with the currently available 
data. 

In 1994 LEP has delivered an integrated luminosity of 60 pb-’ to each of the four experiments at 
the Z pole. These data are only partially included as preliminary numbers in the results presented in 
this article [ 191. Further enhancement of the specific luminosity is expected in 1995 from increasing 
the number of circulating bunches in the LEP ring (Bunch Train scheme [ 78,791) . The expected large 
increase in the data samples will enable the experiments to further reduce the errors on electroweak 
observables, in particular improvements on forward-backward asymmetries and tau polarization are 
expected. It is foreseen to perform another scan of the Z resonance with high luminosity at fi # mZ 
in 1995. This will lead to a significant improvement of the measurements of the mass and widths of 
the Z. 

The measurement of the left-right asymmetry will be continued at the SLC. The aim is to collect 
one million Z decays which will allow a measurement of the effective weak mixing angle with a 
precision of Asin*& w = f0.0002 [ 1921. Together with the LEP results this will allow for better 
constraints on m, and mn from precision measurements of eleCtrOWeak radiative corrections. 

Other important experimental information will come from the experiments at the Tevatron. It is 
very important to measure the mass of the top quark as precisely as possible. This direct mass 
measurement can then be confronted with the top quark mass derived from the measurement of weak 
radiative corrections in order to constrain the mass of the Higgs boson and to verify if there is room 
for radiative corrections which do not originate from known particles and hence require new physics. 

In 1996 after installation of superconducting radio frequency cavities the center-of-mass energy 
can be increased such that LEP will cross the threshold for W’ pair production (LEP II). The goal 
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Fig. 55. Lowest order cross section for e+e- -+ ff and W* pair production as a function of the center-of-mass energy. 

Fig. 56. Lowest order Feynman diagrams for e+e- + W+W-. 

is to deliver 500 pbb’ which amounts to about 10000 W+W- pairs per experiment [ 1931. Fig. 55 
compares, in lowest order, the cross sections e+e- --f ff and e+e- + W+W- as function of the 
center-of-mass energy [ 1941. 

The mass of the W& will be determined to better than 50 MeV [ 195,196] thus adding another 
precision measurement of an electroweak parameter. Comparing this precise direct measurement of 
mw with the value derived from the electroweak observables at the Z will provide another consistency 
check of the Standard Model. 

The process e+e- -+ W+ W- proceeds in lowest order through three Feynman diagrams (Fig. 56). 
Each of these diagrams by itself violates unitarity, i.e. the cross section grows with energy. Only 
the interplay of the t-channel neutrino and the s-channel y and Z exchange together with the right 
coupling strength at the yWW and ZWW vertices assure the decrease of the cross section and hence 
the renormalizibility of the Standard Model. See for instance Ref. [ 1971 for a detailed discussion. At 
LEP II the W* couplings will be measured with a few percent accuracy from the measurement of 
the differential cross section. This should provide the first observation of the triple boson couplings 
yWW and ZWW and hence test the non-Abelian nature of the Standard Model. 

The search for new particles will of course also profit from the increase of the center-of-mass 
energy. At LEP the limits for new particles are by now mostly determined by the available energy 
and not anymore by statistics. The most important remaining test of Standard Model is the existence 
of the Higgs boson. The range of Standard Model Higgs boson masses accessible for LEP II depends 
on the maximum center-of-mass energy [ 1951 

mn < fi - 100 GeV. (118) 

This underlines the importance to aim for an energy as high as possible at LEP II in addition to a 
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high luminosity. If the Higgs boson will not be discovered at LEP the final answer on its existence 
will be given at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [ 1981 which is expected to cover the entire mass 
range up to mu = 1 TeV [ 1991. 

11. Summary and conclusions 

The very successful operation of the LEP collider and the four experiments since 1989 has provided 
a wealth of experimental information on elementary particle physics. For reviews on LEP results see 
for instance Refs. [ 200,201]. All phenomena studied by the experiments are well described by the 
Standard Model of electroweak interactions and, concerning strong interactions between quarks and 
gluons, by Quantum Chromodynamics. In this article the aspects of the LEP results relevant for 
neutral current electroweak interactions are discussed. 

The four LEP experiments have collected approximately 14 million hadronic and leptonic Z decays 
between 1989 and 1994. From the measurement of the total cross sections at energies close to mZ 
and with the precise calibration of the LEP beam energy the mass of the Z, one of the fundamental 
input parameters of electroweak theory, is determined with very high precision: 

mZ = 91 188.4 f 2.2 MeV. (119) 

Other Z parameters like the total and partial decay widths into hadrons and leptons are derived 
from the cross sections with a precision of 0( 10d3) : 

Tz = 2496.3 f 3.2 MeV , rhad = 1744.8 f 3.0 MeV, Tr = 83.93 f 0.14 MeV. (120) 

From these results the number of light neutrino families in the universe, which is not predicted by 
the Standard Model, is determined to be three. The exact result 

N,, = 2.990 f 0.015 $z5 (m,,mn, a(mZ)) (121) 

is compatible with an integer value and does not leave much room for the Z decaying into unknown 
particles. 

From the total cross sections and the asymmetries the couplings of charged leptons and heavy 
quarks to the Z are derived. The coupling constants of electrons, muons and taus are found to be 
equal, supporting the Standard Model prediction of lepton universality. The combined values, from 
LEP and SLC experiments, for the effective coupling constants of leptons are 

sfg = -0.5011 f 0.0004, &, = -0.0380 f 0.0007. (122) 

The observed deviation of the axial-vector coupling from the lowest order value - l/2 underlines 
the existence of weak radiative corrections and thus the need for a heavy top quark. 

The coupling constants obtained for b- and c-quarks support the hypothesis of down- and up-type 
quarks. However, the current experimental results for the partial decay widths r, and f, are not 
in perfect agreement with the Standard Model. The observed discrepancy of about three standard 
deviations deserves special attention. 

The effective weak mixing angle sin28 W is determined from the measurements of various asym- 
metries, forward-backward asymmetry of leptons and heavy quarks, tau polarization and the left-right 
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asymmetry measured at SLC. All asymmetries measured at LEP in different reactions yield very 
consistent results. The apparent disagreement of the LEP and SLC result on sin*&, though, remains 
to be resolved. The mean value obtained at LEP and SLC 

sin*& = 0.23 14 f 0.0003 (123) 

severely constrains the allowed values for the top quark mass in the Standard Model. 
Using all experimental information from LEP and SLC the mass of the top quark is derived in the 

Standard Model framework from the measurement of radiative corrections: 

rn, = 181 ‘“, ?$(mn) GeV. (124) 

This number is in excellent agreement with the mass measurements from top quark production at the 
Tevatron which yield a value of m, = 180 f 12 GeV. The observation of the top quark at the expected 
mass is a great success of the Standard Model as the precision measurements at the Z are predicting 
the mass of a particle through the measurement of higher order processes. 

The results obtained at the Z pole can also be expressed in terms of the W+ mass: 

mw = 80.36 f 0.06 f 0.02 GeV . (125) 

Also this value is in excellent agreement with the direct measurement of the W* mass at pp colliders: 

lnw = 80.23 f 0.18 GeV. 
On the Higgs sector the LEP experiments have ruled out the entire mass range 

0 < mH < 63.5 GeV (95%C.L.) . (126) 

Using the mass of the top quark from its direct measurement the precision data of LEP and SLC will 
eventually allow to further constrain the Higgs boson mass in the Standard Model. 

Further improvements in the measurements of electroweak parameters at the Z resonance are 
expected from the LEP and SLC experiments in the near future. The precise measurement of the W* 
mass and the test of the three boson couplings at LEP II will provide additional important tests of 
the Standard Model. And the last missing particle of the Standard Model, the Higgs boson, will be 
searched for at LEP II up to a mass of approximately 90 GeV. 

Despite its great success in describing all precision experiments at the Z pole and below it is likely 
that the Standard Model is not adequate for the physics at the 1 TeV scale and thus will have to be 
replaced by a new model when at the beginning of the next millenium this energy scale will become 
experimentally accessible. 
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Appendix A. Parametrisation of results from total cross sections and forward-backward 
asymmetries 

For the purpose of comparing and averaging the results the four LEP experiments provide a set 
of nine parameters obtained from a fit to the measured total cross sections and leptonic forward- 
backward asymmetries [77]. Besides the mass and the total width of the Z these parameters are the 
lowest order hadronic peak cross section u:,~, the three ratios of the leptonic and hadronic Z width RF 

and the three lowest order peak forward-backward asymmetries A$. They are defined by the partial 
widths and the effective vector and axial-vector couplings of the charged leptons: 

IJ _ 12rrerhad rhad 
uhad - -T’ 

4 

R,=----, 
fr 

A031 = 3 2; & g: 22 
FE 

c&q/>* + (g”A>* (&I2 + (gyA)* 
= zA,Ap (t!=e,p,T). 

4 
(A.1 > 

With the assumption of lepton universality the leptonic results are cast into a common ratio of 
hadronic to leptonic width Rp and a common peak asymmetry A$:. Hence the number of parameters 

reduces to five. 
The combined result of the four LEP experiment taking into account the remaining correlations and 

common errors for the nine and five parameter fit is shown in Table 14. The symmetric correlation 
matrices for the two cases are shown in Tables 15 and 16. These numbers are taken from Ref. [ 191. 
The advantage of this parameterization is that corrections like acceptances and QED effects which 

depend on the experimental setup and differ among the LEP detectors are taken into account. The 
fit results thus can be compared directly among the experiments. In addition, in this particular set 
the parameters are only weakly correlated among each other and thus well suited for averaging. 
The uncertainties common to all four LEP experiments (Am z, ATz and the theoretical part of the 
luminosity error) can be easily incorporated in the fit for the average LEP results. In particular, the 
hadronic pole cross section cEad is the only parameter sensitive to the luminosity measurement. 

On the other hand mapping all measured cross sections on only nine (or five) parameters results 
in loss of experimental information. For instance, as Ax is symmetric in gv and gA there is an 
ambiguity in this quantities. This ambiguity is resolved by the energy dependence of forward-backward 
asymmetries measured at J;F # mZ. 
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Table 14 

The combined LEP result of the nine and five parameter fits to total cross sections and leptonic forward-backward asym- 

metries 

Nine parameter 

non-universality 

Five parameter 

universality 

7172 [MeV] 9 188.5 f 2.2 91 188.4zt 2.2 

rz [MeVl 2 496.3 f 3.2 2 496.3 f 3.2 

&,r [ nbl 4 1.488 f 0.078 4 I .488 f 0.078 

RC 20.797 f 0.058 

R, 20.796 f 0.043 

& 20.8 I3 III 0.061 

RI 20.788 f 0.032 

A& 0.0 I 57 + 0.0028 

A$ 0.0163 zt 0.0016 

A$ 0.0206 zt 0.0023 

A;; 0.0172 zlz 0.0012 

Table 15 

The correlation matrix of the combined nine parameter fit 

TZ 
0 

(+had RC R, R, A 0.c 0.p 
FB A FB A;; 

7712 I .oo -0.08 0.02 0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0.02 

TZ I .oo -0.12 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0 

~IlXl I .oo 0.08 0.12 0.08 0.01 

KC I .oo 0.08 0.03 -0.06 

R, I .oo 0.06 0.00 

R, I .oo 0.00 

A;; I .oo 
A;; 

A’:.,’ 

0.07 

0.00 

0.00 

0.01 

0.01 

0.00 

-0.04 

I .oo 

0.04 

0.00 

0.00 

0.01 

0.00 

0.01 

-0.02 

0.07 

1 .oo 

Table 16 

The correlation matrix of the combined five parameter fit 

l77Z I .oo -0.08 0.02 0.00 0.08 

rz I .oo -0.12 -0.01 0.00 
0 

fllWJ I .oo 0.15 0.01 

R, 1 .oo 0.00 

A’:;: I .oo 

Table I7 shows the LEP averages for the hadronic and leptonic Z widths with and without imposing 
lepton universality. They are obtained from conversion of the parameter sets discussed above. From the 
correlation matrices (Tables 18 and 19) the large correlation coefficients relating the measurements 
of the total and the partial widths can be seen. 
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Table 17 

The LEP average for partial decay width of the Z as derived from a parameter transformation of Table 14 

Nine parameter Five parameter 
non-universality universality 

mz [MeV] 91 188.5 + 2.2 91 188.4f 2.2 
rz [MeVl 2 496.3 zt 3.2 2496.3 III 3.2 
I-had [ MeV 1 1 745.3 k 3.6 1744.8 zt 3.0 
r, [MeV] 83.92 & 0.17 
fW [MeVl 83.92 + 0.23 
f, [MeVl 83.85 zt 0.29 
TI [MeVl 83.93 zk 0.14 
A$ *lk! 0.0157 0.0163 f f 0.0016 0.0028 

A$ 0.0206 + 0.0023 
A$ 0.0172 f 0.0012 

Table I8 
The correlation matrix for the partial widths (non-universality) 

w l-z rhad re f-w r, A$ A”.” A 0.7 
FB FB 

ll?Z I .oo -0.08 -0.01 -0.05 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.04 
TZ 1 .oo 0.54 0.58 0.40 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 
rhad 1 .oo 0.05 0.66 0.54 -0.03 0.01 0.01 
fC 1 .oo 0.04 0.02 0.05 -0.01 -0.01 
r!l 1 .oo 0.39 -0.02 0.00 0.01 
fr 1 .oo -0.02 0.01 0.00 
A:; I .oo -0.04 -0.02 
A (I.@ 

FB 1 .oo 0.07 
A 0.7 

FB I .oo 

Table 19 
The correlation matrix for the partial widths (lepton universality) 

1722 TZ rhad rt 
A0.t 

FB 

mz I .oo -0.08 -0.03 -0.04 0.07 
TZ 1 .oo 0.65 0.71 0.00 
fhad 1 .oo 0.56 0.00 
ri 1 .oo 0.00 
A”.’ 

FB 1 .oo 

Appendix B. Forward-backward asymmetries peasured at e+e- collider experiments 

The results on total cross sections and forward backward asymmetries in the reactions e+e- --f 
,x+,cL- and e+e- -+ r+r- obtained at e+e- colliders up to center-of-mass energy x 60 GeV are listed 
in Tables 20 and 21, respectively. The quantities R,, and R,, are defined as the ratio of the measured 
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Table 20 
Compilation of muon pair cross sections and forward-backward asymmetries measured in e+e- annihilation experiments 
below the Z resonance. 

Experiment 4 [GW N W R lw AFB [%I 

MARK I [202] 6.8 11000 -0.4f 1.4 

PEP 

HRS [203] 29.0 5 057 0.990 f 0.017 rfi 0.030 -4.9f 1.5 f0.5 
MAC [204] 29.0 16058 1.01 * 0.01 It 0.03 -5.9 f 0.8 * 0.2 
MARK II [205] 29.0 5312 l.002f0.013f0.016 -7.1 * 1.7 

MARK J [211,212] 

CELLO [ 206,207] 34.2 387 0.91 f 0.05 zt 0.05 -6.4 f 6.4 

43.0 1039 0.98 f 0.04 f 0.04 -14.1 f3.7 * 1.0 
JADE [ 208-2101 13.9 458 1 .OO rt 0.05 f 0.05 +2.7 f 4.9 

22.0 264 1.02 f 0.06 f 0.05 - 10.6 X+I 6.4 
34.4 3 400 0.99 f 0.02 f 0.05 -11.1 f 1.8 * 1.0 
35.0 4772 0.984 f 0.019 f 0.020 -9.9* 1.5 f0.5 
38.0 422 -9.7h5.0 * 1.0 
43.7 1 258 0.98 f 0.04 zb 0.05 -19.1 f2.8 +z 1.0 
14.0 472 1.04 * 0.05 * 0.03 +5.3 f 5.0 Ilz 0.5 
22.5 357 1.02 It 0.05 It 0.03 -4.3 f 6.1 f 0.5 
34.8 6 854 0.99 f 0.01 f 0.03 -10.4f 1.3 f0.5 
36.4 65 1.08ztO.13 f0.03 -13.6f 13.5f0.5 
38.3 403 1.07 f 0.05 f 0.03 - 12.3 f 5.3 * 0.5 

40.4 87 0.93 f 0.10 f 0.03 f5.0 f 10.5 f 0.5 
42.0 116 1.04 f 0.09 It 0.03 -15.9f9.3 Ito. 

43.8 1 123 0.99 & 0.03 zt 0.03 -15.6f3.0 ho.5 
46.1 155 0.96 zb 0.08 f 0.03 -17.6f8.3 f0.5 
34.7 1553 0.94 It 0.03 f 0.04 -13.4f3.1 f 1.0 
13.9 341 1.05 f 0.08 -If6 
22.3 268 1.06 f 0.09 -13* 7 
34.5 2 673 1.002 f 0.020 f 0.035 -9.1 k 2.3 f 0.5 

35.0 2 563 0.932 f 0.018 f 0.044 - 10.6 * 2.2 * 0.5 
38.3 173 0.95 1 Jo 0.072 f 0.060 f1.7f8.5 kO.5 
43.6 612 0.921 f 0.037 zb 0.055 -17.6k4.3 f0.5 

TRISTAN 

PLUTO [213] 
TASS0 [214-2161 

PETRA 

AMY [217.218] 55.2 299 1.03 f 0.07 -32.7f7.4 f5.0 
57.8 1899 1.059 z+z 0.025 f 0.037 -30.3 f 2.7 zt 0.8 

TOPAZ [ 2 19,220] 57.9 880 0.98 f 0.04 f 0.05 -32.2zt3.1 f 1.1 
VENUS [221,222] 56.9 447 1.05 f 0.05 f 0.03 -29.0 ‘r’4’; f 0.5 

58.0 3012 0.98 f 0.02 f 0.03 -34zt 2 
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Table 21 

Same as Table 20 for efe- ---t T+T-. 

Experiment AFB [%I 

PEP 

HRS [ 223,224] 29.0 I .044 * 0.014 * 0.030 -4.4f 1.4 f0.5 

MAC 12251 29.0 IO 153 0.98 f 0.01 zt 0.034 -5.5f I.2 f0.5 

MARK II [205] 29.0 3714 0.996 f 0.0 16 f 0.028 -4.2 zt 2.0 

PETRA 

CELLO [ 226,227] 

JADE [208-2101 

MARK J [ 21 I .228] 

PLUTO [ 2291 

TASS0 [214,230] 

14.0 

22.0 

34.2 

35.0 

38.1 

43.8 

13.9 

22.0 

34.6 

35.0 

38.0 

43.7 

14.0 

22.4 

34.7 

38.3 

43.8 

34.6 

13.9 

22.3 

34.5 

35.0 

44.0 

234 

186 

434 

3 032 

260 

824 

1998 

3 238 

336 

913 

79 

92 

1401 

90 

287 

419 

63 

46 

608 

476 

II7 

I .09 + 0.07 f 0.06 

I .02 k 0.08 zt 0.04 

I .03 * 0.05 f 0.07 

0.98 zt 0.02 * 0.02 

0.99 f 0.06 + 0.04 

0.99 zt 0.03 f 0.04 

1.29 k 0.24 zt 0.04 

1.16*0.16 f0.04 

1.012f0.021 ztO.023 

1.1310.14 f0.07 

1.02f0.12 iO.06 

I .oo f 0.03 f 0.05 

l.OOf0.ll f0.05 

0.97 k 0.06 f 0.05 

0.89 zt 0.05 k 0.08 
1.05* 0.14 fO.(K 

-1i.11 
1.01 * 0.15 +O.IK 

-_(I.1 I 
1.03 f 0.05 +tttfi 

-O.II 
I .036 k 0.050 f 0.068 

I .Ol I f 0.097 zt 0.079 

flO.Of 7.0 

+I.1 zt 7.8 

- IO.3 * 5.2 

-7.ozt 1.9 f0.9 

-ll.8*6.2 f2.7 

-16.3f3.5 f 1.3 

-6.7f2.5 zt 1.0 

-8.1 f2.0 f0.6 

+6.8zt6.3 f 1.0 

-17.7k3.6 + 1.0 

-10.6f3.1 f I.0 

+3.2f 12.1 zt 1.0 

-8.5zt6.6 zt 1.0 

-5.9 f 6.8 +o.o 
-23 

-4.9 * 5.3 +1.3 
-1.2 

-9.2zt5.2 5 1.0 

-6.6*9.5 f I.0 

TRISTAN 

AMY [217,218] 55.2 216 1.25f 0.12 -36.3 I-t 9.6 f 5.0 

57.8 I 149 I .087 f 0.033 f 0.027 -29.1 i4.0 f 1.9 

TOPAZ [219,220] 57.9 572 I .04 f 0.04 f 0.05 -33.9f4.9 f 1.0 

VENUS [ 22 I ,222] 56.9 283 I .03 zt 0.06 zt 0.04 -32.8+h.4 -6.2 i 0.5 

58.0 1971 0.99 f 0.02 * 0.03 -29f 2 
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Table 22 
Forward-backward asymmetry in e+e- ---) ,u+p- as measured by the L3 experiment in 1993 (preliminary result), AFB, 
together with the Standard Model expectation, A:!, using the input parameters given in Eq. (42). the lowest order 

calculation. A&“‘, and the experimental value corrected for the difference of the latter two, A&,. 

6 IGevl N,, AFB A;; ABOm 
FB 433 

L3 1993 91.319 5 181 0.000*0.015*0.001 0.010 0.039 0.029 
89.452 2 704 -0.180f0.021 f0.001 -0.163 -0.133 -0.150 

91.206 8 953 -0.002 f 0.011 + 0.001 0.001 0.029 0.025 

93.036 3 623 0.115zt0.018+0.001 0.115 0.186 0.186 

Table 23 
Same as Table 22 for e+e- + ~+r-. 

NW AFB A;! A BOlll 
FB 48 

L3 1993 91.319 3 889 0.025 f 0.021 f 0.004 0.010 0.039 0.054 

89.452 1936 -0.121 zt 0.027 f 0.004 -0.163 -0.133 -0.091 
9 1.206 6436 0.030 f 0.016 f 0.004 0.001 0.029 0.058 

93.036 2 669 0.119f0.023~0.004 0.1 I5 0.186 0.190 

total cross section (Tag (~7~~)~ corrected for higher order QED effects, and the lowest order QED 
expectation &o: 

4 lra= 
CT&n = 3s = 

86.85 
nb GeV2. 

s 

03.1) 

(B.2) 

The forward-backward asymmetries quoted by the experiments are corrected for QED effects, too. 
They can be directly compared to the lowest order expression given in Eq. (21) . 

In order to compare the low energy data to the LEP results the ,u+,u- and ~+r- asymmetries 
measured by one experiment (L3) are listed in Tables 22 and 23. Here Am is the asymmetry obtained 
from a fit to the angular distribution of the events observed in the fiducial volume 1 cos 0) < 0.8 
using the function 

du 8 

dcos6’ 
oc 1 +cos28+ jAmcosO (B.3) 

derived from the lowest order differential cross section. The events used to determine the asymmetry 
are selected requiring an acolinearity angle 5 < 15”. Even in the presence of radiative corrections 
Eq. (B.3) provides a very good approximation of the expected differential cross section in the polar 
angle range used. However, A FB obtained this way contains QED radiative corrections as well as 
information on the weak corrections. It has to be compared to the full Standard Model calculation 
simulating the kinematical cuts and using a value for the top and Higgs mass: 

(B-4) 
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Table 24 
Compilation of b- and c-quark forward-backward asymmetries measured in e’e- annihilation experiments below the Z 
resonance. The b-quark asymmetries are not corrected for Bo - Bo mixing. 

efe- --f bb e+e- + cc 

Experiment 4 lGeV1 AFB AFB 

HRS [232] 
MAC [233] 

TPC [234] 
CELLO [ 1731 

JADE [ 1741 

MARK J [235] 

TASS0 [ 2361 
AMY [237] 

TOPAZ [ 2381 

29 -0.14ztO.12 

29 10.034 f 0.070 * 0.035 
29 -0.2OztO.16 
35 -0.222 & 0.08 1 
43 -0.491 f0.165 

35 -0.1l4f0.053 zto.033 
44 -0.228 f 0. I5 1 i 0.035 

35.3 -0.21 rto.19 

35 -0.21 i 0.08 
55.2 -0.72kO.28 f0.13 

58.3 -0.7 1 f 0.34 ‘-“d;* 

-0.099 zb 0.027 

-0.17f0.08 
-0. I29 zt 0.088 

+0.077 + 0.140 
-0.118~0.041 ztO.038 
-0.100~0.1 I9 ho.042 

-0.16ztO.09 

-0.160 f 0.043 

Table 25 

The results of a combined fit to b- and c-quark measurements of the four LEP experiments [ 23 11. 

Rh 
R, 
BR(b + P) 
RR(b ---f c i e+) 
2.h 

A;, (89.55 GeV) 
A& (89.55 GeV) 
AkB (91.26 GeV) 
AkB (91.26 GeV) 
h AFB (92.94 GeV) 

A& (92.94 GeV) 

0.2217f0.0017 
0.1540 + 0.0074 
0. I1 I I f 0.0023 
0.0777 * 0.0037 
0.1 149 zt 0.0062 

0.055 f 0.014 
-0.079 f 0.028 
0.0945 * 0.003 I 
0.0684 f 0.0060 

0.113f0.012 
0.089 & 0.024 

The factor l/O.879 contains the extrapolation from 1 cos 0) < 0.8 to the full angular acceptance 
according to Eq. (B.3). 

Also shown in Tables 22 and 23 are the lowest order expectations from Eq. (21), AE, using as 
input values the mass of Z, sin2&v as obtained from the ratio of the vector boson masses (see Table 
3) and the lowest order numbers for the coupling constants & and gv (Table 4). 

The last column shows the experimental result, A&, shifted by the difference of the full Standard 
Model calculation and the lowest order form. These asymmetries are hence corrected in the same way 
as it is done by the PEP, PETRA and TRISTAN experiments and thus allowing a direct comparison 
(see Figs. 29 and 30). 
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Appendix C. Results on b- and c-quarks 

Table 24 is a compilation of b- and c-quark asymmetries at e+e- colliders below the Z resonance. 
The b-quark asymmetries are not corrected for B,-, - BO mixing. 

Table 25 list the result of a combined fit to b- and c-quark results obtained by the four LEP 
experiments. The numbers are taken from Ref. [ 231,191 where the fitting procedure is described in 
detail. 
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